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Local leader, legislator Curd remembered

Freed Curd

By KRISTIN TAYLOR
Staff Writer
Freed Curd will be remembered for his
community service in Frankton, Murray
City Hall and classrooms.
A former state representative. Murray
mayor and educator, the 74-year-old Curd
died Sunday evenint at St. Thomas
Hospital in Nashville, Tenn.
Visitation is planned for this evening at
Glendale Road Church of Christ from 4-9
p.m. Funeral services will be Wednesday at

11 a.m. at the church (See Page 5A for obituary information).
Curd served Calloway County in the
state House of Representatives for 19
years, starting in 1978. He then came home
and served two terms as Murray's mayor
from 1995-2002.
"Freed is a good man and we're going to
miss his service," said fontiet state Sen.
Bob Jackson, who now works in governmental relations at Murray State. "He
served Murray and Calloway County well.

President
ponders
reduction of
U.S. troo s
By DEB RIECHMANN
Associated Press Writer
ABOARD AIR FORCE ONE
(AP) — Flying away from the dusty
war zone in Iraq to an Asia summit,
President Bush flirted with the idea
that U.S. troop strength could be
reduced if security across Iraq
improves as it has in Anbar Province,
once rife with insurgents.
The president told reporters
aboard Air Force One on Monday
night that his strategy sessions with
U.S. and Iraqi leaders and chats
about morale with soldiers and
Marines at an air base in western Iraq
left him hopeful that positive change
is starting in the 4-year-old conflict.
The question. he said, is, "Will it
last7
Bush is nearing a decision on how
long to maintain the current U.S.
troop buildup. He sent 30,000 additional U.S. troops to Iraq to enhance
security in Baghdad and Anbar
Province. Despite military successes,
political progress — especially at the
national level — is lagging and
Democrats and some prominent
Republicans want troops called
home.
"How many troops does it take to
protect us?" Bush asked. "What does
it take to have this Iraqi democracy
succeed?"
Bush left fray and headed to
Sydney. Australia, for the Asia

We're fortunate to have had him in
Frankfort and as OW mayor."
Jackson served his first year in
Frankfort while Curd was finishing up his
last term. The elder representative showed
Jackson the legislative ropes and helped
him become even more acquainted with the
capital city.
"1 enjoyed our service together very
much. Freed was an unrecognized leader of
the state House," Jackson said. "People
looked to Freed for leadership, especially

on educational issues.
"He probably doesn't get the credit he
deserved for education reform. He pushed
that through," he added. "Kentucky is a
better place because of Freed Curd."
After leaving the state House, Curd
soon decided he wanted a new job.
"1 remember talking to him before he
ran for mayor," Jackson said. "He had just
left the legislature and said he was already

•See Page 2A

BUBBLY PERSONALITY

RSVP
to end
this
month

Pacific Economic Cooperation
forum. Debate over the war will most
certainly follow him there.
He begins talks Wednesday, meeting with Australian Prime Minister
John Howard, who joined with Bush
and then-British Prime Minister Tony
Blair in the invasion of Iraq. Howard
is facing an aggressive election challenge from opposition leader Kevin
Rudd. and Rudd's desire to pull
Australian troops out of Iraq will
surely be broached in the talks.
Bush also is scheduled to meet
with leaders from Japan, China,
Russia and South Korea. Some have
dubbed this year's APEC the "China
summit." a reference to Beijing's rising influence.
"Is this a China summit? The
answer is absolutely not," Bush said.
The presidential entourage had
barely climbed aboard Air Force
One, leaving dusty desert footprints
on its blue carpet, when Bush invited
reporters to a conference room for a
30-minute chat. He fiddled with a
paper clip as he talked about his day
at Al-Asad Air Base, a Saddam
Hussein-era airfield now home to
10,0(1) U.S. troops. who down bottle
after bottle of water in sweltering
100-plus degree heat.
It was Bush's third surprise trip to
Iraq. The first two were to Baghdad.

•See Page 2A

TOM BERRY/Ledger 8 Times
Annabel Wilmurth blows a delicate stnng of soap bubbles dunng a visit to MurrayCalloway Central Park on Labor Day with her mother, Molly Wilmurth, her sister,
Avery, and friends. She and her friend Jackson Cash, not pictured, also had fun
blowing bubbles at one another, climbing on the rock wall and just running through
the park.

Arson suspected in house
fire; Jeep, hay also burn
AP
President Bush. right, poses with troops at AI-Asad Airbase in Anbar
province. Iraq. Monday, Sept 3. 2007. The president made an unannounced visit to Iraq to meet with Gen. David Petraeus, commanding
general of the multinational forces in Iraq, U.S Ambassador to Iraq
Ryan Crocker. Iraqi leaders. and U.S troops.

Staff Report
Arson is suspected in a fire at an abandoned house on Old Salem Road and a Jeep
jumping hay bales started a fire off Ky 94
East.
Both fires were Monday afternoon
Calloway County Fire-Rescue Chief
Greg Cherry said 14 firefighters and four
trucks responded to the abandoned house on
Old Salem Road. They were on the scene
almost 90 minutes
Cherry said arson is suspected and the
incident at the house, in which no one has
lived for at least 35 years, remains under

investigation.
The fire was contained to the house,
which was destroyed.
While at the abandoned house. CCFR
was called to a vehicle fire off Ky. 94 East.
Nine firefighters in three trucks responded.
Cherry said somebody was jumping hay
bales in his Jeep when the vehicle got
caught, setting the hay and vehicle on fire.
Some hay and utility wires were damaged.
Electric
Rural
Kentucky
West
Cooperati was notified. Calloway County
Sheriff's bepartment assisted CCFR at both
scenes.
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By TOM BERRY
Staff Water
Murray-Calloway County's
Retired and Senior Volunteer
Program (RSVP) that has provided volunteer workers in support of many programs and
events for five years will discontinue at the end of the month.
Program coordinator Venita
Loranger said state funding was
not approved for another year
and the agency's effort will shut
down Sept. 28.
However the spirit of volunteerism and most of those
involved in RSVP's numerous
efforts will continue elsewhere.
"Some of our RSVP volunteers were first-time volunteers,
but most are continuing volunteers," Loranger said. "Because
we are a non-profit organization,
we work with and partner with
all the other organizations in the
community so some of the volunteers will continue what
they're doing with those organizations and that's what I'M
encouraging."
During the program's lifetime in Calloway, more than 150
volunteers 55-years and older
donated more than 34,000 hours
of community service, accord- mg to Loranger. The seniors performed about 50 different types
of jobs for as many as 28 different agencies and programs in the
community.
RSVP volunteers have supported Relay for Life, Calloway
County Chapter of the American
Red Cross, Character Counts.
Need Line, Summer in the Park.
the Calloway County Humane
Society and many other programs including the county's
Emergency
Community
Response Training (CERT)
effort.
CERT is a separate programand will continue under
lAwanger's leadership.
RSVP may be resurrected in
the future should West Kentucky
Allied Community Services Inc.
decide to allocate funding.
Loranger thanked RSVP's
Advisory Board for their help in
coordinating the program.
Members of the board include
Tory
Billington,
Peggy
Daughrity. Jim Jones, Melissa
Wynn, Maria Huntley, Almyria
Parker and Danny Perry.
She also thanked others that
have served the same purpose in
the past as well as the MurrayCalloway County community

•See Page 2A

WIN A MUM
United W

of Murray/Calloway

-A-Wayl
Be Sure To Cast Your Vote -, ThePutifGrand
Trrnl Garland( ,flfrI4tIOr rn Rriarerrct Subdrrnmon
For Your
Tickets On Sale Now - 1100,0,
I.
Only 4,000 W111 Be Sold!
Calloway County
Tickets are available at Bd&T Bank, Heritage Bank, The Murray Rank
Regions Bank, and US Bank or you may also purchase tickets by
14th
Sept.
Favorites By
contacting the United Way of Murray/CarluZiar
by calling 12701 753-0317 or go on the web at vrww unitedwaymcc.ori
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Felix slams Honduras coast
LA CEIBA. Honduras (AP)
Hurricane
Felix roared
ashore early today as a fearsome
Category 5 storm — the first
time in recorded history that two
top-scale storms have made
landfall in the 14MC season. The
storm hit near the swampy
Nicaragua-Honduras
border,
whipping
metal
rooftops
through the air like razors and
forcing thousands to flee coastal
swampland.
Felix was the first of two
major storms expected to make
landfall today: Off Mexico's
Pacific
coast,
Hurricane
Hennette churned toward the
upscale resort of Cabo San
Lucas, popular with Hollywood
stars and sea fishing enthusiasts.
In Nicaragua, more than
12,(X)0 people were evacuated
just ahead of Felix's landfall, but
sonic refused to leave vulnerable coastal communities, and
three boats loaded with a total of
49 people sent out distress calls,
civil defense official Rogelio
Flores said.
"The winds arc horrible,"
Red Cross official Claudio
Vanegas said by phone from the
Nicaraguan town of Puerto
Cabczas shortly after Felix
struck land nearby with winds of
160 mph. -They send roofs flying through the air, so we aren't
going outside because it is too
dangerous."
Phones and power were out
in much of the Miskito Coast,
making it difficult to find out
what was happening in the
—

TO BEFURveaidger a Times
LABOR DAY: A Lynn Grove-area farmer and some workers spend at least part of their Labor
Day holiday in the field harvesting and hanging tobacco Monday It's harvest time for tobacco
and some growers are also bringing in their corn and soybean crops weeks early hoping for a
better yield

III RSVP program ...
From Front
supponivc agencies
"To the volunteers, a really
big thank you for making 'make
a difference day' everyday a
dad

TownCrier
NOTICE
II The Calloway County
Board of Education will hold
a special-called meeting at
6 30 p m at the board office
on College Farm Road Items
on the agenda include levy
of tax rates for school year
2007-2008. approve construction bids, adopt a resolution
authorizing
the
Calloway County School
District Finance Corporation
to issue revenue bonds.
adopt a resolution authorizing the Calloway County
District
School
Finance
Corporation
to
issue
Qualified Zone Academy
BOnds, and a special meeting of the Calloway County
District
School
Finance
Corporation
II To report a Town Crier
item. call 753-1916

reality.- she said
A farewell party for all volunteers and the public has been
scheduled from 4 p m until 6
p.m. on Monday, Sept 10, at the
Weaks Community Center on

U

Poplar Street The event is open
to those who want to thank the
volunteers for a job well done
For more information about
RSVP or the farewell gathenng,
contact Loranger at 753-5653.

Troop reduction ...

From Front

we may be able to achieve the shouldn't be in the midst of it."
same objectives with fewer
Bush has refrained from
this time he landed in the troops," Bush said
thinking aloud about troop
Iraqi desert, more than 1(X)
lie emphasized the word "if." deployments. The president said
miles west of the capital, to get And he didn't say how many secunty improvements in Anbirr.
on -the-ground briefings from troops could be withdrawn, or where local sheiks have joined
advisers, including Gen. David when
with U.S. forces against alPetracus, the top U.S comDemocratic presidential can- ()Aida, have given him confimander in Iraq. and Ryan didate Sen Joe Biden, who dence to "speculate on the hypoCrocker. the U S. ambassador to planned Ii s lot Iraq on Tuesday, thetical- — something he
Iraq
said that it Bush Was consider- repeatedly refuses to do in
('nicker and Petraeus are to ing simply reducing troops answering reporters' questions.
testify before Congress next below the pre-surge level of
Bush said he quizzed the
week Their assessment of the 130,000, "that's not withdraw- troops - who cheered him and
conflict, along with a progress
Secretary of State r'ondoleezza
report the White House must
-The withdrawal would be Rice with shouts of "Hooh-rah!"
gi,.e lawmakers hy Sept. IS, will getting us out of the middle of — about morale. He said some
determine the future course of that civil war," Biden said on soldiers and Marines comthe war
('RS' The Early Show"-There plained that rotations were
liefIC Al
PCI1aCUS
and Is virtually no political progress tough on their families, but
Ambassador Crocker have said being made
I hope eseryone added, "I wasn't alarmed by
that II the security situation con - levels with the American people
what I heard"
.It, improse the was it has
Mate,
This is a civil war and we
Asked it the discussions
would affect his decision about
troop levels. Bush turned resolute
-The main factor that will
affect my decision on troop levels is, can we succeed? What
does it take to succeed" Bush
said, chopping the table with the
side of his hand. "Because failure would lead to harm to
America, is what I believe. As a
matter of tact, I'm certain of it."
The president descnbed his
meeting at the base with Iraqi
--Pnme Minister Noun al-Mali-Li
as "comfortable He said the
underlying question about the
Iraqi government was: "Will this
government go after killers'!"
Meeting with al-Maliki: a
Shute. in the heart of mostly
Sunni Anbar province was
intended to show the administration's war critics that the beleaguered Iraqi leader is capable of
reaching out to Sunnis, who ran
the country for years under
Saddam Hussein
Bush reiterated his frustration
about the slow pace of political
progress, yet expressed continued support for al-Malik', a man
Bush said was "still evolving as
a leader

AP

People evacuate from the beach in Puerto CabeZaS,
Nicaragua Monday as Hurncane Felix nears.
remote. swampy area where hurricane. We just hope everymany people depend on canoes body has taken the precautions
for transport. Provincial health necessary to protect life and
official Efrain Burgos warned property." Richard Pasch, a hurthat 18,000 people should find ricane specialist at the National
their own way to higher ground. Hurricane Center. said Tuesday.
The only path to safety for
Off Mexico's Pacific coast,
many of those Indians was up Hennette strengthened into a
rivers and across lakes that are hurricane and was on a path to
too shallow for regular boats, hit the tip of the Baja Peninsula
but many lacked gasoline for on Tuesday afternoon. The
long canoe journeys out. And storm had sustained winds of 75
damaging winds and floods mph and, at 8 a.m. EDT, was
could wipe out their crops of centered about 80 miles southbeans, rice, cassava and plan- southeast of the peninsula.
tains.
Before dawn, strong waves
In Honduras seaside resort of pounded the resort's beaches,
La Ceiba, residents spent the rain fell in sheets.
night reinforcing the flimsy
and smog winds whipped
walls of their homes with ply- palm trees. More than 100 resiwood and sandbags.
dents spent the night in
"It's going to be strong, but makeshift shelters as the storm
we have faith that Christ will approached, and more were
protect us." said Sandra expected to leave their homes
Hernandez, a 37-year-old house- Tuesday.
wife who watched satellite
Henriette claimed seven lives
images of the storm on televi- even before it strengthened into
sion.
a hurricane. One woman
Hurricane
Dean
struck drowned in high surf in Cabo
Mexico two weeks ago as a San Lucas on Monday, and the
Category 5 storm, and Felix's storm caused flooding and landlandfall marked the first time slides that killed six people in
that two Category 5 hurricanes Acapulco.
have hit land in a season since
In the final hours before
1886, according to the U.S. Hurricane Felix was expected to
National
Oceanic
and hit. Grupo Taca Airlines frantiAtmospheric Administration. cally airlifted tourists from the
Only 31 such storms have been Honduran island of Rowan,
recorded in the Atlantic, includ- while the U.S. Southern
ing eight in the last five seasons. Command said a Chinook heli-This is an extremely danger- copter evacuated 19 U.S. citious and potentially catastrophic Lens.

•Freed Curd ...
From Front
bored. He had to be doing something."
In his professional life before politics, Curd retired from
Calloway County High School and had previously worked at Lynn
Grove High School as principal and teacher. He was a member of
Kentucky State Retired Teachers Association.
Then there was the civic service: Curd was a former Lions Club
member. past Citizen of the Year, past chairman of the Purchase
Area Development Distnct and Purchase Area Housing Corp., former chairman of the Murray-Calloway County Hospital board and
recipient of the Golden Horseshoe Award from Murray State
University.
All of this service was recognized at Curd's alma mater when the
auditorium in MSU's Collins_Cenier for Industry and Technology
was named in his honor.
The educator role never left Curd as he chaired the House's education committee and lobbied for funding for universities.
"He was a strong support of education at all levels." said forMer
state Rep:-Buddy Buckingham. who worked as a Murray State lobbyist when Curd was a representative and then successfully ran to
succeed him in the House.
Buckingham called Curd a fixture in Frankfort and a good mentor to follow.
"Freed was not a politician who sought the limelight. He was one
who had a great deal of common sense. He worked behind the
scenes a lot He knew what the issues were and knew were the
power haws were," Buckingham said. "... He spent 19 years up there
and acquired an awful lot of friends up there."
But he had plenty of friends in Calloway County who trusted him
to represent them
"He wouldn't promise you anything he couldn't deliver,"
Buckingham said. "People knew they could trust him to do what he
said he was going to do"

Thank You
To Our
Newspaper Carriers
They travel through all kinds of conditions to bring us our newspapers
every day. We want to thank them for their dependable service
and want everyone to know who they are.
Praise these NEWSPAPER CARRIERS for their outstanding work:
Donnie Cahoon
Richard Lanham
Dave Godar
David & Tammy Stom
Obie & Pat Mitchuaon
Johnny & Georgia Garland

Jimmy Trews
Chuck Harrell
Mary Sue King
Roy Thorn
Kenneth & Charlotte Toon
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FREE HEARING
TEST SET
Free electronic hearing test will be given by
Factory Trained Hearing Instrument Specialist on
Thurs., Sept. 6, Fri., Sept. 7 & Sat., Sept. 8
from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
At Our New
IN HOME TESTING
Office Facility at:
AVAILABLE &
AT NO CHARGE 707 S. 12th St..

AP
An ambulance drives through a field near the site of a plane crash Monday in Verona, Ky.

1 killed, 1 injured in plane
crash in northern Kentucky
VERONA,Ky.(AP)— A 22year-old man attending a
rehearsal dinner for his brother's
wedding was killed and a pilot
was injured in a single-engine
plane crash Monday in northern
Kentucky, a family member
said.
The plane crashed at about
3:30 p.m. EDT in southern
Boone County, sheriff's officials
told The Cincinnati Enquirer.
The site is near a private airstrip
owned by a family that had gathered at a nearby farm for the
rehearsal dinner, the newspaper
reported.
Donna Evans, sister of the
bride, said Evan Ryan, the
groom's brother, died, and the
pilot, who was not a family
member, was severely injured.
Ryan, of Walton. a former
high school football player who

KentuckylnBrief
Republican
districts got more
funding for
road projects
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
State districts represented by
Republicans got more funding
for road projects from a 2005
bond issue than districts represented by Democrats.
About 75 percent of the $311
million went to Republican senate districts, though the GOP
controls 55 percent of the 38
seats, The (Louisville) CourierJournal reported. If the spending
were charted by House districts,
55 percent went to those held by
Republicans, though they hold
44 percent of the chamber's 100
seats.
The newspaper examined the
records after former state highway engineer Sam Beverage
alleged that Republican Gov.
Ernie Fletcher rewarded senators who supported his legislative agenda with road projects.
Senate President David
Williams, R-Burkesville. denied
the allegations. He said GOP
districts got more projects
because they had been neglected
for three decades in which
Democrats controlled the governor's office and Highway
Department.
"We wanted them built."
Williams said. -The Democrats
have not built our roads. And we
have a Republican administration, and we advance our projects. And if you represented a
district tbrat hasn't had any major
road improvemem in 30 years,
you would want your roads
Williams said
not involved.

EICICher was

Man dies after
fleeing from
police
LOUISVILLE. Ky. (API
A Louisville man who allegedly
fled when an officer tned to pull
him over crashed into a government building in central
Kentucky and died Monday.
police said
Rodney Stewart. 42, was pronounced dead at the scene after
striking and damaging the government office building in
Nelson County. The ConnerJournal reported on its Web site
Mount
An officer in
Washington had tried to pull
crr wart over for trafrk siola-

loved to farm, died when the
plane burned on the ground, the
newspaper said.
The pilot, Rod Tarter, was
able to get out of the plane and
suffered burns over much of his
body. He was flown to
University
Hospital
in
Cincinnati. where his condition
was not available Monday night.
Evans, who was driving from
the site, said some people in the
wedding party witnessed the
crash. "We were inside, we didn't see it go down," she said
through tears.
Said Jennifer Ryan, a cousin
of the man who was killed:
-They are an extremely close
family. It's kind of devastating
fight now."
Boone County Sheriff's
Office spokesman Tom Scheben
said the plane went down in a

wooded area on the Ryan family
farm, where more than 50 people had gathered for the rehearsal dinner for Kyle Ryan's wedding.
When deputies arrived, the
pilot was out of the plane on his
hands and knees, he said.
He said the only thing left of
the plane was a burned shell.
The plane was "hand-crafted,"
Scheben said.
-They had been flying different people or different passengers in the plane throughout the
day." Scheben said.
Witnesses said the engine
sputtered before the plane went
down, Scheben said.
County officials said the
Federal Aviation Administration
and National Transportation
Safety Board had been notified
and were expected today.

(ions, but he would not stop.
Bardstown police said in a
report.
Mount Washington Police Lt.
Co). Roy Daugherty confirmed
the Bardstown police report but
declined to comment further,
deferring to that department's
investigation.

tion could be returning to
Louisville. where the group's
trademark dark-blue jackets
were a common sight every fall
for seven years.
Louisville is among five
cities on the group's short list for
a convention site for up to 10
years, beginning in 2013, said
Dale Crabtree, the group's staff
convention director. The FFA is
expected to decide in October
2(8)8 where it will convene from
2013 through 2019, with a threeyear extension negotiable, he
said.
The other tool Lines are
Indianapolis, where the convention moved from Louisville in
2006; Minneapolis; Nashville.
Tenn.: and Kansas City, Mo.
Removed from consideration
were Anaheim. Calif.; Atlanta.
Dallas; Denver. Houston: Las
Vegas; Orlando. Fla.; St. Louis,
and Columbus. Ohio. In many
cases, those cities faced too
many scheduling conflicts at
facilities the FFA would have
used. Crabtree told The CourierJournal.
The convention is one of
America's biggest. The four-day
event in October draws about
55.000 people annually, pumping more than $30 million into
the local economy, said the FFA.
formerly the Future Farmers of
America.
"I feel our chances(of getting
the convention) are 50-50.- said
Jim Wood. president and chief
executive officer of the Greater
Louisville
Convention
&
Visitors Bureau, which is heading up the recruitment effort.
The FFA, whose members
include high school students
interested in careers itiagribusiness, has its national headquar.
ters in Indianapolis. but Crabtree
said that city does not have an
edge in keeping the convention

Miner killed in
apparent roof fall
CHARLESTON, W.Va.(API
— A miner has been killed in an
apparent roof collapse in a
Mingo County mine, according
to a state mine safety official.
The accident at the Consol of
Kentucky Bronzite Mine near
Naugatuck killed one miner
Monday afternoon, said Terry
Farley of the state Office of
Miners' Health, Safety and
Training.
The state has begun an investigation, which Farley said will
take several days. The name of
the miner will be released after
the state has notified family
members.
Calls to Consol of Kentucky
were not immediately returned
Tuesday morning.
It was the second Mingo
County mine fatality in less than
a month. In August, section foreman Stevie Joe Browning, 24,
died after he suffered head
injuries at the Rockhouse Creek
Development No. 8 Mine near
Gilbert.

Louisville
competing with
4 other cities for
FFA conventions
LOUISVILLE. Ky. (API —
The
National
FFA
Organirauon's annual conven-

JOB OPENING
Director of Children's Ministry
A full time position is available at 1400+ member vibrant church loc,c
in Murray. Kentucky This person will tom laity and staff in a team mill
isles The Director, working with the Children's Council, will provide oversight and direction for a comprehensive children's ministry, and will he a
motivator with high energy and excellent organirational and Leadership
skills Salary will he negotiated per expenence
Send a knee of application and resume. including a minimum of three ref
etetices, to Rev Richard Smith at 503 Maple Street. Murray. KY 420
NcLobaagseggactkpierise, Inquiries regarding the position and/or henel,k
may be Node by email to Rastsitmartayfirst.com. Persons may also visit
our webs* NI Itivw_taurrayfirst 4,vm The deadline for application is
October I, 2007

First Unitod Mothodist Church
503 Maple St • Murray, KY 42071
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Be/tone' One

TM

One Beltone's latest and most advanced digital product, is
designed to help you hear better in almost any environment.

One" Specialfeatures:
-Rapid Wide Dynamic Range
Helps ensure sounds and voices are comfortable and natural.

-Advanced Speech Pattern Detection
Designed to minimixe disturbance from background sounds.

-Active Feedback Cancellation
Gives you a more powerful and comfortable hearing experience
and makes it easy to use the telephone.

'Silencer System
Reduces low-level noises like those from
computers, fans and refrigerators.

Why pay for a hearing instrument you have
never heard of when a Beltone costs no more.

$700 TRADE IN $1000 OFF
TRADE UP TO THE NEW
BELTONE DIGITAL .
•

I

BeltoneTM Digital System

constantly adiustPng your heanng sri II I
.%-we comfortably-

Meet Beitone Digital!

II

94. mod.ais and .is typ.s of digital circuitry means SMART I I
USTENING
sampans to varying sound trews
us you move MOM f00111 IVOM; MiSomaticMly Peery!
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I lo $700 credit towards the ltat Pilot of any Banana
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•Beltone
Coupon cannot be combined wtth any I
other offer. Prior sales sixcludisd.
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frprtts

Our Staff Has Over 100 Years of Combined Experience
Phone 753-9558 or Toll Free 1-866-773-4327
Hearing Aid Service • Center for Hearing Excellence
Serving You Since 1942

New Address: 707 S. 12th St.• Murray
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2008 ELECTION
By Amy Lorentzen

Edwards gets
labor support
•
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organire and bargain your
way into the 21st century"
"It is also essential that
we resolve that were not
going to just celebrate labor
on Labor Day, but that
were going to celebrate
labor every day. and that
we have a president who
appreciates the contributions" of labor unions arid
working America. said Clinton.
Clinton. who was joined
Monday by her husband, the
former president. also has
from
labor endorsements
the United Transportation
Union and the International
AlsOICIA11041 of
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U.S. Rep. Ed Whitfield (R-Ky.)
2411 Rayburn House Office Bldg
wsrw house 440v whitheld
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Machinists

and Aerospace Workers
Belok- traveling to Iowa
Edwards made a stop at
labor rally in Pittsburgh
- WWeie he -marched in J
parade to the state fairgrounds to Miser speech to
the South Central Iowa Federation of Labor. AFL-CIO.
Edwards promised to
push for universal health
care to help all Americans.
and hack trade policy that
will create jobs. declaring
"In my administration the
question will be: 'Is this
trade deal good for working. middle-class Amencans"
Edwards said he has
shown his support tor labor
and "over 200 times over
the past few years I have
walked picket lines. worked
personally in organizing
campaigns, worked with
employers to get them to
open the process of union
organizing in their personal
business "
Steelworkers President
Leo W. Gerard told The
Associated Press by telephone that Edwards has
made "standing up for
working people" his life's
work

•

Washington. D C 20510
1-202-225-3115

U.S. Sen. Jim Bunning (R-Ky.)
I 37ARusseil Senate Office Budding
Washington D C 20510
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Pondering the nature of charity
Michael En in has blue eyes. saltinsulting article,"
and-pepper hair, and the beginnings of
Ervin remarks.
a beard His gaze is direct, laser
Michael discussed
sharp, but the way he cocks his head
his reaction with his
and raises his eyebrows when he
mother and his sister
laughs hints at a wry sense of humor
before he and others
and a quick wit.
got together to picket
Labor Day has a dual meaning 1,,r
WGN. in Chicago.
Ervin. a wnter and an activist.
during the next year's
In 2016. he got married on Labor
telethon. They called
Day Other Labor Day s in his life
themselves "Jerry's
were just as memorable, but not in a
Main Street Orphans," and
pleasant was. For example. it was
By Constance wheeled into the stuLabor Day. 1991, that he almost got
dio and sat nght in
Alexander
arrested for participating in a protest
front
of the telephone
Local
against Jerry Lewis's annual Muscular
banks, in full view of
Columnist
Dystrophy Association Telethon
the cameras.
e always had problems with the
"We were not
telethon." Michael admits
arrested." Ervin reports. "but the police
He goes on to explain that he was
were called and we were taken out."
born in 1956, the youngest of three.
Since then. every Labor Day is an
dl with Muscular Dystrophy. Years
occasion for Jerry's Orphans all over
ago. he and his sister. Cris. were
the country to remind us there is
poster children for Muscular Dystrophy. another way to look at the telethon.
an expenence less than uplifting.
"No one seems to think about being
"Basically. you're J prop." Michael
on the receiving end of charity like
explains "You're a sisual aide "
the telethon.- he says. "The assumpHe recalls sitting quietly in his
tion is that when you have a disabiliwheelchair as a doctor talked about
ty. the only thing to hope for is a
hirn and Muscular Dystrophy "The
cure and anything the telethon subjects
message is that people with disabilities
you to is worth it.
arc less than others." he says
Ervin also talks about the "chanty
lie is quick to add that the telethon
mentality." the concept that someone
is not intended to he cruel, but
who has something is giving to somedescnbes the message as "sugar-coalone who doesn't. "There is a giver
ed"
and a gisec." he declares. "All the
"We want to take the sugar coating
power goes to the giver. The giser
out." he asserts
decides what the givee should get.
Ervin•• first protest was sparked by
whether it matches his or her priorities
an article Jerry Lewis wrote in
or not. If you're not grateful. you are
"Parade- magarine on Sept. 2. 1990,
considered ungrateful. uppity, bitter.
entitled "It I had Muscular Dystrophy." etc "
"lie called a wheelchair 'steel
Comparing a wheelchair to a prison
imprisonment.- Michael Ervin recalls
indicates a complete lack of under-lie also said he would have to learn
standing of the disabilities associated
to do things hallway
just would
with Muscular Dystrophy, according to
base to learn mis try iii be good at
Michael Ervin. Wheelchairs offer
being half a person
mobility and independence, and getting
It was the most unbelievably
one Is not always easy

U.S. Sen. Mitch McConnell (R-Ky.)
361ARusseil Senate Office Building
1-202-224-25.41 (Washington .0•)

"We who have Muscular Dystrophy
have to go on TV. juggle, put on a
show to get a wheelchair." he
explains. "We shouldn't have to jump
through those hoops."
As Michael Ervin was interviewed
for this article, he reminded me that
public response to Jerry's Orphans is
sometimes viciously negative. Jerry's
Orphans have been accused of not
really needing wheelchairs, of being
fakes and malcontents.
Ervin's sister. Cris Matthews, has
written that the telethon exploits disability and has "made us out to be
nothing more than pathetic burdens to
society. whose only desire is to walk.
Much attention is given to the kids
who may not live to adulthood, but
for those of us who do live on, not
one word or one dime is devoted to
the concept of independence."
Whatever your own opinion. Jerry's
Orphans give us something to ponder
about the nature of charity, and the
difference between making ourselves
feel good about giving, rather than
paying attention to the needs of recipients.

The text of Jerry's Lewis's article
in "Parade" can be viewed on
http..//www.cripcommentarycom/parade.h
tml. A book of plays by playwrights
with disabilities. including Michael
Ervin. entitled "Beyond Victims and
Villains- is available_ through
www.amazon.com. A history of images
of the disabled in art and literature is
viewable at http://www.vsarts.org/prebuilt/showcave/gallery/exhibits/disability/disitnages.html.

Read Main Street online at
.murrayledgeream. Contact the
«dummy directly at constancealexande rill new wavecomm.net.

Washington DC 20510
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DES MOINES. Iowa
(API -- Democratic presidential candidate John
Er/wards' celebrated snagging
two coveted labor union
endorsements during a stop
Monday in central Iowa on
Labor Day. while continuing
Ii) tout himself as the candidate who cares most about
labor issues.
"I want to
he the president who
walks down
the
hoc
House lawn
and Sal),. the
word union.
who walks
down the
Edward*
White Douse
lawn and
rii.ttes-c'enain-rhar ktncriraunderstands the importance
it the organi/ed labor
MOS(*Men( If! the tlISDIFS of
AIM:ill:J.- said Edwards
l'..1111ef in the dav he
rec CI I, Cd the en(1.4.rincot of
the tilted Aline Workers ot
America and the United
Steelworkers. the largest
industrial union iiiNorth
America Ile alreath had
the support 01 United
Brotherhoi...1 ot Carpenters
and Joiners of America. and
Dow s.1,S s he has more labor
endiirsements than .111
the other Democratic presidential candidates
Meanwhile. mai candidate Hillary Rodham Clinton
also sullDfd labor ililISIS4•6
in luw a •• she campaigned
with
sharply populist
theme. including a •1.111
the saute Des Moines labor
tall) attended bs Edwards
She told the crowd that
Labor Das was
ICSISCS1111g .11141 celebrating
the hard work that built
America. and making "sure
that v Olt base the right to
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Obituaries
Freed Mason Curd
Freed Mason Curd, 74, South 16th Street, Murray, died Sunday.
Sept. 2, 2007, at 6;50 p.m. at St. Thomas Hospital, Nashville, Tenn.
He served as state representative of the fifth district for 19 years from 1978 to 1997 and two terms
as mayor of the city of Murray. As state representative, he was chairman of the Education
Department and served on the transportation committee. The auditorium in the Martha Layne
Collins Technology Building at Murray State
University was named in his honor. He was the
recipient of the Golden Horseshoe Award from
Murray State University. He was an Air Force veteran. He received his bachelor of science and masCurd
ter degrees from Murray State University.
A retired teacher from Calloway County High
School, he was a former principal and teacher at
Lynn Grove High School. He had been named as
Citizen of the Year by the Murray-Calloway County
Chamber of Commerce. A past chairman of the
Purchase Area Development District, he was chairman of Purchase
Area Housing Corp. He was past chairman of the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital Board; a former member of Murray Lions Club:
and a member of Glendale Road Church of Christ and Kentucky
State Retired Teachers Association.
Preceding him in death were his first wife, Millie Curd, on Feb.
19, 2001. and one brother, Nix Curd. Born March IS, 1-933,--in
Poole, Ky., he was the son of the late Garvin Thomas Curd and Octa
Nix Curd.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Margery Dyer Curd; three
daughters, Stacey McCuiston and husband, Kenneth, and Denise
Steele, all of Murray, and Tammy Curd, Franklin; one stepdaughter,
Dana Cunningham and husband, Tom, Nashville, Tenn.; one sisterin-law, Sylvia Curd, Paducah; five grandchildren, Austin and Haley
McCuiston, Whitni Cobb and husband, Chris, and Wes Steele, all of
Murray. Brandon Steele and fiancé, Cortney Cross, Nashville,
Tenn.; one stepgrandchild, McKenzie Cunningham, Nashville; one
great-grandchild, Caden Cobb, Murray: one niece, Vickie Ladt and
husband. Rick, Paducah; one nephew, Jeff Curd, Iraq.
The funeral will be Wednesday at 11 a.m. at Glendale Road
Church of Christ. John Dale and Brandon Steele will officiate.
Burial will follow in the Murray City Cemetery with J.H. Churchill
Funeral Home in charge of arrangements.
Visitation will be at the church from 4 to 9 p.m. today (Tuesday).
Expressions of sympathy maybe made to Freed and Millie Curd
Scholarship Fund, Murray State University, Office of Development.
106 Development Center, Murray, KY 42071 or Glendale Road
Church of Christ, P.O. Box 107, Murray, KY 42071.
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Rev. Odis Shutt/
Rev. Odis Shultz, 85, Wingo community. died Friday. Aug. 31,
2007, at 8:25 a.m. at Heritage Manor Nursing Home.
A retired Baptist minister, he had served churchm es in this area. He was a member of Wingo Baptist
.,ii
Church. Preceding him in death were his parents,
Noah and Edna Pitman Shultz, and two brothers.
L.C. and Alvis Shultz. Survivors include his wife.
Mrs. Lillian Irene Shultz, and several nieces and
nephews. The funeral was Sunday at 2 p.m. in the chapel of Brown
Funeral Home, Wingo. Rev. Tony Adams officiated. Burial was in
the Highland Park Cemetery, Mayfield.

Paid Obituary
Doralyn Beth Fanner Lanier
Doralyn Beth Fanner Lanier was born Jan. 29, 1943, in Murray,
Ky., to Lawrence H. Farmer and Mable Washam Farmer. She passed
from this life at 6:03 p.m. on Friday. August 31, in Paducah.
A lifelong educator, she began her teaching career as a history
teacher at Grove High School in Savannah, Ga.;
from there she moved to the Davidson County
School District in Nashville. Tenn., and then to the
Graves County Schools where she taught English
at Sedalia High School. In the Murray Independent
School District, she served as a middle and high
school English and history teacher, an instructional supervisor, assistant superintendent for instruction, and Interim superintendent. When regional
service centers were established by the Kentucky
Education Reform Act, she became the first and
Lanier
only director of Region One Service Center in
1992; she served in that capacity until 2003, when
the centers were eliminated by legislation. Following retirement
from the Kentucky Department of Education, she began her affiliation with the West Kentucky Educational Cooperative, serving as a
program specialist. Doralyn coordinated activities for the Bill Gates
Technology Grant. Project TAHOE, Professional Development
Partners Leadership Institutes, and the rnentoring program for
National Board Certification candidates.
From her alma mater, Murray State University. she was granted
a bachelor of arts degree; master of arts in education degree; certification in counseling, elementary and secondary principalship,
instructional supervision, pupil personnel directorship, and the
superintendency. She held membership in Delta Lambda Alpha. Phi
Delta Kappa, Kappa Delta Pi. and was named the Outstanding
Freshman Woman. A gifted presenter and skilled facilitator. Doralyn
held membership and often chaired numerous committees, including those in the areas of curriculum alignment, accreditation, and
professional development, and coordinated various federal programs. She developed and coordinated the first evaluation plan for
the Murray Independent School District. Whether with a small
group or an audience of 500. Doralyn was a comfortable trainer for
sessions on disaggregation of data, motivation, learning communities. writing mission and vision statements, as well as learning
styles. A statewide eductional leadership initiative, the Regional
Service Center RSC)Askociate Program was developed and implemented by Ms Lanier to encourage educators into leadership preparation for positions at the local, regional and/or state level. She held
membership in the Kentucky Association of School Administrators,
Kentucky School Boards Association, and Kentucky Association of
Educational Supervisors; she held offices in the West Kentucky
Association of Educational Supervisors and the West Kentucky
Association of School Administrators. Survivors include her
beloved daughter Damara Lanier. Paducah. special friends, Kim
Kraemer of Grand Rivers; Missy Stehr of St. Louis. Mo.; and
Phyllis Hutchinson of Phoenix. Anz: and a host of friends and colleagues in Murray-Calloway County. western Kentucky. Frankfort,
and across the state. Although her death leaves a void that cannot be
filled, she planted a rich legacy of knowledge and created wonderful memories for her many loved ones In addition to her parents.
she V:AS preceded in death by a special friend. Phil Tibbs. Doralyn
was a member of Murray's First United Methodist Church.
Visitation will begin today (Tuesday) at 4 p.m. at J. H. Churchill
Funeral Home in Murray. A Celebration of Her Life will be held at
the funeral home at 1 p.m. on Wednesday. Friends may call after II
a.m Wednesday at the funeral home Dr Larry Lewis. Rev. Andrew
Clausen and Rev. Bob Saywell will officiate at the service. A committal service will follow the funeral at Pleasant Grove Methodist
Church in Marshall County Pallbearers will be Al Bushart, Richard
Fan-ell. Terry Harrell. Dr. Jack Rose. Bobby Toon. and Dr. Russ
Wall The Doralyn Lamer Kentucky History Book Collection Fund
will be established in her honor and memory at the Murray Middle
School Library. Contributions may be vent to Heritage Bank. 210
North 12th St.. Murray
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Kentucky Guardsman killed by roadside bomb
FRANKFORT. Ky. (AP)National
Kentucky
A
Guardsman from Lexington was
killed and three others were
injured when a roadside bomb
exploded while they were
escorting a convoy in Iraq, the
military said Monday.
Staff Sgt. Delmar White, 37,
of Lexington died Sunday during the mission in Baghdad, said
Maj. Gen. Donald C. Storm.
Adjutant General for Kentucky.
"The death of Staff Sgt.
White is a terrible loss for the
entire Kentucky National Guard
family." Storm said in a statement. "Words cannot describe
the grief that we all feel at this
time."
White died doing what he
loved, said his wife, Michelle.
"He went out a hero," she
told the Lexington HeraldLeader on Monday. "He was a
hero before he went to Iraq, in
my book."
The names of the three
injured soldiers were not
released, but a statement said
two had been taken to a hospital
in Germany and one had
returned to duty. All three
injured soldiers had been in
touch with family members,
National Guard
Kentucky
spokesman Phil Miller said.
White, who had previously

served in the
Marines, was a
of
veteran
Operation
Desert Storm,
Miller said.
It was the
second death
of a Kentucky
National
Guardsman in
Whit*
one-week
a
period. Staff Sgt. Nicholas R.
Carnes, 25, of Ludlow in northern Kentucky, died Aug. 26 in
Afghanistan of wounds from
small-arms fire. Carnes was
assigned to was assigned to
Battery A, 2nd Battalion, 138th
Field Artillery, based in
Carrollton.
White, who deployed less
than a month ago, was assigned
to Battery B, 2nd Battalion,
138th Field Artillery, based in
Carlisle.
"I pain for any soldier who
dies in combat," said battalion
commander Lt. Col. Mike
Gilkey. "Having two of them in
your command in one week, it
hits hard."
Funeral services for Carnes
were to be held Tuesday in
northern Kentucky.
White, a graduate of Cawood
High School in Harlan, moved
to central Kentucky in January

Lawmakers return to face
Iraq, home mortgage and
children's health issues
WASHINGTON (AP) - has been caught up in
Like many schoolchildren, Democratic anger over the presmembers of Congress were due ident's threat to veto most of the
back at their desks this morning spending bills Congress is
after a summer break. Unlike advancing for the new fiscal
the students, lawmakers will year starting Oct. I. Bush claims
immediately face major tests: CHI they spend too much. The
Iraq. children's health care, a House has passed its appropriahome mortgage crisis and the tions bills but the Senate has
budget. Republicans returned completed only one. Up first in
relieved that Idaho Sen. Larry the Senate are budgets for veterCraig decided to resign at ans, foreign aid and transportamonth's end rather than prolong tion programs. The House
a scandal over his arrest in a Financial Services Committee
sting. will hold a hearing Wednesday
sex
room
men's
Democrats, meanwhile, were on the subpnme mortgage cnsis
divided over the next step to and options for preventing a
take on Iraq. This month could flood of homeowner foreclobe pivotal to the mission's sures. Sen. Charles Schumer. DN.Y., said he was heartened by
future.
House and Senate hearings Bush's support last Friday for
Democratic-backed
on Wednesday and Thursday several
will examine reports detailing steps to help homeowners.
intractable problems in Iraq's
political situation and security
forces. Next Monday, lawmakers are to hear long-awaited testimony from Gen. David
Petraeus, the top military commander in Iraq, and U.S.
Ambassador to Baghdad Ryan
Crocker.
President Bush is expected to
use Petraeus's report to boost
the argument that his strategy of
increasing U.S. troop strength
has improved security in Iraq,
and that an abrupt reduction__
would be a disaster.
The same report will also be
cited by anti-war Democrats
who say military success has little relevance given the failure of
Iraqi politicians to stop sectarian
fighting and create a viable government.
Those clashing views could
come to the House and Senate
floors in September in debates
over the Pentagon's budget or a
separate White House request
for $147 billion in emergency
spending for the wars in Iraq
and Afghanistan.
Democrats, who control both
chambers, say votes will come
with strings attached. Just what
strings could depend on positions Bush takes following the
Petraeus report.
Some Democrats insist on a
definite withdrawal date, possibly by next spring. Others are
searching for more modest steps
that would not face a presidential veto.
Senate Majority Leader
Harry Reid. D-Nev., said in a
statement that he remained
to
committed
"absolutely
changing course in Iraq and
bringing our troops home"
Many Republicans said
through spring and summer that
they wanted to hold off until
September and the Petraeus
report before acting to change
policy.
"Now that time has come,"
Reid said, adding he is "willing
and ready to help my
Republican colleagues keep
their word" by looking for
bipartisan solutions to Iraq.
The first order of Senate
business will be a vote on former Rep. Jim Nussle. R-Iowa, to
take over as White House budget director. Nussle's nomination

1999 and soon met his wife.
She said his support for the
war never wavered.
"He was 100 percent military," she said. "If somebody
started bad-talking the war in
front of him, he would get upset.
Whether he felt we should be
there or not, he was all for what
the military did. He never badtalked the military or President
Bush. He was behind it 100 percent, always."
Michelle White said her husband would do anything for anybody. Her best friend's son
thought of him as a second dad.
"He was a fantastic person
that everybody loved," Michelle
White said.
White's commander in Iraq
said he was a first-class joker
who never passed up a chance to
play cards.
"There is a line that we are
familiar with that says we will
'cheerfully obey the orders.'
That was Delmar White for certain." Capt. Robert Mattingly

told the newspaper. "He was an
excellent NCO, who led by
example and never asked anything of his soldiers he wasn't
willing to do himself.
"Delmar White was loved by
everyone in the battery and will
be terribly missed by all,"
Mattingly said.
White had been a corrections
officer with Lexington Fayette
Urban County Government, but
left in 2005 to help recruit for
the National Guard.
"He loved the Guard,"
Gilkey said. "That's how much
he believed in what we do."
White is survived by his wife
and their two children; his stepmother, Hazel White; and a
brother, Robbie Christopher.
Funeral arrangements were
pending.
Gov. Ernie Fletcher directed
that flags at all state office buildings remain at half-staff in
White's honor until the day of
his funeral. The flags currently
are at half-staff to honor Carnes.
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Do you think just shredding your mail will
protect you from identity theft and fraud?
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Well, think again! It's a great start, but with today's
fraud statistics, you need more.
That's why The Murray Bank has added

Identity & Fraud Protection Plus,

our exciting program with Identity Theft Insurance, Fraud
Assistance, and 24-hour Credit Monitoring to further
protect you from identity theft and fraud.
So keep shredding, but add that extra layer of protection,
available from your friends at The Murray Bank.

Mel)
MUrraY
How Banking Should Be

405 South 12th St.
700 North 12th Street
270-753-5626 • www.themurraybank.com

Member FDIC
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4-H Round Up
lust like all good cowto 6:30 p.m. at the Expo
boys. 4-H is going to round- Center classroom. Leader and
up All potential 4-H youth in club information will be
an exciting
available Plan to attend.
event on
There will he new and
Sept II at established clubs to consider.
the Murray
State l'niThere will he a satiety of
versify
activities and clubs to
West Kenexplore including: Horse
tucky Expo rides, dog agility, bicycle
Center
rodeo, cooking. archery.
This escnt
country ham, horticulture.
IS to
poultry, horse, livestock judgExtent.. encourage ing, livestock showing. geolfamilies to
ogy. geo-caching. sewing.
Notes
check out
leadership. needlework crafts
By
and communications.
Giony Harper the
prtiject,
As families explore there
Calloway
will be an opportunity to
County Agent and activilost 44H-and -participate m
-----for-Szlifforatts
able in 4the clubs and activities that
Development
If for the
they -find interesting and
2007-08 year
exciting. All former. potential
Additional volunteer leadand current 4-Hers are
ers are also needed to
encouraged to attend. All
espand programs and events.
youth 9 to 19 can join 4-H.
As the school year begins.
Six to 8 year olds may join
there are many ways to be
as cloverbuds. Cloverbuds
We 'Wit
involved_ in 4-1L
cannot compete in area or
numerous activities and
state competitions.
eyenis for youth during the
Calloway County 4-H
tall 2007
membership is free. There
'This is our sixth year to
are minimal expenses in the
Jo an esent like the 4-H
various projects.
Round Cp We had many
Upcoming 4-H Events:
families LIMIle and discover
4-11 Exhibits from the
4-11 events and projects that
Kentucky State Fair are on
ate-rtie-rightitt for their '
'dispTay at the Calloway
child." esplams freasa BarCounty Public Library the
nett. 441 council president
month of September
(hi Sept I I. (Aloud,
Calloway County 4-H
County 4-11 will base a 4-II
Council Meeting on Sept. 6
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Housing Authority Youth at
6:30 p.m. at the Ellis Center parent encouraged to
come with their children.
— 4-H Round-Up at the
Expo Center will be Sept.
21 from 4 to 6:30 p.m.
Refreshments will be served
and numerous activities to
learn of.
— 4-H Records Books
Training on Wedoesday. Sept
19 at the Calloway County
Public Library at 3:30 to
4:30 p.m.
— 4-H Honors Training
on Wednesday. Sept. 26 at
the Calloway County Public
Library from 3:30 to 4:30
p.m.
--Parent an& Leader Ori-entauon will be Sept. 27 at
noon to 1:30 and 6 to 7:30
p.m. at the Expo Center.
The Calloway County
Extension Service is open
Monday through Friday from
8 a.m. to noon and 1 to
4:30 p.m. The Calloway
County 4-H C'olocil is an
agency of the Murray Calloway County United Way.

-AIMMIMMI111.111010
Habitat for Humanity Chapter
plans golf tournament Friday
The Murray Chapter of Habitat for
Humanity will host a golf tournament on
riday at the Miller Memorial Golf Course.
[his will be a 4-person scramble with
a shotgun start at 1 p.m.
For information call Chuck Hulick at
753-0325 or Mike Maxwell at 767-2291.

Bass 'N Gals to meet
Jo's
Datebook
By Jo Burkeen
Community
Editor

Mildred Bode

Beale will
celebrate
her 95th
birthday

Bass 'N Gals Club is scheduled to meet
Wednesday at 6 p.m. at Tom's Grille. This
is open to all ladies that enjoy fishing with
no boat needed, just enjoy the lake.

Al-Anon meeting tonight

Al-Anon will meet tonight at 7:30 at First
United Methodist Church. Please enter from the southside rear
door located near the playground. The only requirement is that
there be a problem of alcoholism or addiction in a relative or
friend.

(;arden Department will meet
The Garden Department of) the Murray Woman's Club will
meet Thursday at noon for a salad luncheon at the club house.
Members will collect for CARE. The Murray State University
scholarship will be presented to the winner at the meeting.
Hostesses will be Cathy Mathis. Carla Rearoat and Sue White.

Mrs. Mildred Nelson Beale
will celebrate her 95th birth- Bingo planned Tuesday
The Knights of Columbus sponsor Bingo Tuesday from 6:30
day on Saturday.
to
9 p.m. at the building at 332 Squire Rd., Murray. Funds
She was born Sept. 8. 1912.
Educational programs of
to the late Edward Louis and from the Bingo help support local, national and international
the Kentucky Cooperative
Rosabell• Warren Nelson of charities. For more information call 293-7061.
Extension Service serve all
Marshall County. She had seven
people regardless of race.
sisters and one brother, all TOPS Group will meet
color, age, sex, religion. disTOPS # Ky. 623 Chapter will meet today at 5 at First
ability. or national 'Origin. -- -- deceased.
Mrs. Beale was married to Christian Church fellowship hall. Ill North Fifth St. WeighUniversity of Kentucky. KenEzba Beale on Aug. 25, 1929, in will be from 5 to 5:30 p.m. For information call Tracey at
tuc4 State University. U.S.
and he died in 1996. She had 227-5874.
Department of Agriculture.
two children. •Martha Nell
and Kentucky counties, cooperating.
Jones. deceased, and Edsel Murray Singles will meet
Disabilities accommodated
Beak.
Murray Singles (SOS) will meet tonight at 7 at the Calwith prior notification.
Her three grandchildren are loway County Public Library. For information call Pat at 489Marcia Crick. Barry Jones and 2909 or Mike at 293-6043.
Brandon Beak.
Her four great-grandchildren Narcotics Anonymous will meet
are Robert and Brittany Beale
Narcotics Anonymous will meet each Tuesday and Thursday
and Daina and Darren Buhler. at 8 p.m. at 1628 West Main St., Murray, next to St. John's
inclement weather.
Three great-great-grandchil- Episcopal Church. For information call 753-8419 or 1-877-447Melva Hatcher and Martha
Ems will serve as hostesses dren are Zach and Cody Buh- 2004.
for regular play on Wednes- ler and Avene Crick.
Mrs. Beale would like to Health Express lists stops
day beginning at 9:30 a m.
Members are asked to note the received birthday cards or a
Health Express of Murray-Calloway County Hospital will
memory you have to share. offer vision/glaucoma, blood pressure, blood sugar and osteochange an time.
Sign-up is not necessary. All They may be mailed to Mil- porosis screenings today front 12:30 to 3 p.m. at Save-A-Lot.
members are encouraged to dred Nelson Beale. 5010 Olive Murray; on Thursday from 8:30 to 11:30 a.m. at Wal-Mart,
Creek Rd.. Benton, KY 42023. Murray.
attend.

KET to honor WWII
veterans in Murray Sept. 13
The Friends of KET Board
will host an event previewing
filmmaker Ken Bums' documentary The War in Murray
on Thursday. Sept. 13. to honor
all area World War II veterans
The event will be held at
the Murray Woman's Club at
704 Vine Si at 7 p.m. The
KET stall insites all WWII
veterans and their families to
come and join in honoring the
heroes of WWII.In addition to providing
a preview of the documentary.
KET staff will be on-hand to
mtrodoce to the region the Veterans History Project. The
locus of the Veterans History
Project is to collect. first-hind
accounts of U.S. veterans and
the civilians who supported
them in the war.
TO learn more about
boaoring the generation that lived
through WWII trom 1941 l94S and to learn how to pther intorination from any source
sou hase to participate in the
Veterans Itistor) Project. go to

the KET website www.ketorg"
and fink to the Veterans History Project link, 'The War in
Kentucky."
About the project:
-- Veterans from all conflicts starting with WWI in
which Americans were involved
will be accepted.
- All matenal will be permanently housed in the National Archives in Washington. DC
-- can -include- photos. diaries.
letters, audio, video - any first
hand material.
— A webpage will be created for each %eteran and when
possible materials submitted
will be digitized and made available online along with service
records.
— Information can be submined online via the website.
via an 8(X) number or by mad.
Please encourage families
and friends to attend the pieMier showing of the documentary on KET, Sept. 23-26. If
you have any questions, contact Linda Scott at 753-7944.

GED Fast Track Program planned
Calloway County Adult and Family Education will offer a
free GED Fast Track program on Saturday mornings beginning Sept. IS. Anica Smith, coordinator, said the class will
meet from 8:30 to 11:30 a.m. at the adult learning center at
1900 North 12th St., Suite G. every Saturday through Nov., 3.
Participants must qualify to attend and space is limited. For
more information call 759-5525.

Republicans open headquarters
C'alloway County Republican Headquarters is now open at
the building at 200 South Fourth St., on the southwest corner
of downtown Murray Court Square. The hours will be 9 a.m.
to 5 p.m., Monday through Friday. For more information call
Mary Cowan at 293-3044 or Vernon Anderson at 759-1556.

Calloway Band Boosters to meet
Calloway County Laker Band Boosters Will meet today at
5:30 in the multi-purpose room of Calloway County Middle
School. This is for both high school and middle school parents and families who are urged to attend.

Lady Laker Boosters to meet
Calloway County High School Lady Laker Basketball Boosters will meet tonight at 7in the media room (library) of the
school. AU parents and guardians of high school and middle
school players are urged to attend.

Girl Scout leaders to meet
Girl Scout Leaders Service Unit will have its first meeting
of the year tonight at 6:30 in the Girl Scout cabin on Sharpe
Street. Leaders may pick up your registration packets and
leader information. For more information contact the Girl Scout
office at 1-888-771-5171.

Temple Hill Lodge will meet Tuesday
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Temple Hill Lodge 276 of Free and Accepted Masons will
meet tonight at 7 at the lodge hall on Ky. Hwy. 464 east of
Almo. according to Jason Prescott. master of the lodge, who
urges all Masons to attend.

Kappa 1)epartment will meet
Kappa Department of the Murray Woman's Club will meet
tonight at 630 p.m. A salad supper will be served. Hostesses
will be the officers of the club

Volunteer Training scheduled
Volunteer tramings for Murray Elementary School, Murray
Middle School and Murray High School will be held at the
office of the Murray Board of Education. 208 South 13th St..
Murray. on the following days and times: tonight at 6:30
Wednesday at 3 30 p.m. and Thursday at 8 a.m. lean Bennett,
coordinator, said "You need to attend one session regardless of
where you plan to volunteer" For information call Bennett at
753-4363

Angel Alert issued for furniture
An Angel Alert has been for a couch, chair, and kitchen
table and chairs for a single parent family. Anyone having any
items to donate call the center at 762-7333.

Art Guild offering classes
Murray Art gild is offering Youth Art Classes beginning
September Classes include "Messy Friday" for 3-6 years old.
**After School Studio in Painting and Drawing" for ages 6-9
and "MAG Juniors for ages 10-13. For information sec murrayartguild org or contact the guild at 753-4059 or murrayartguild 4t mumy-ky.net
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Murray Elementary School
will hold a "Camp Read" Day
on Friday, Sept. 7, from 8 a.m. to
10 a.m. During the Critters'
Reading Campfire, readers will
catch the "Book Fever" in the
school library media center. The
library mascot will be "B.B." the
Book Bug who will help readers
head for the reading hills of
learning about the environment.
The library will have cozy
reading and storytelling areas
Photo provided
using tents and pretend campATMOSPHERIC CONDITIONS: Murray Middle School fourth
fires. Students will be on the
grade students in Stacy Wortham's science class have been
reading trail as they research and
learning about the atmosphere. They leamed how to make a
learn about camping, wildlife key to show what color represented the troposphere, stratoconservation and the environ- sphere, mesosphere and thermosphere. Groups of students
ment. Throughout the unit of worked together to make a poster showing each layer. "This
study there will be fun activities is a good activity for students at the beginning of the school
to include nature, trail bracelets, year because they learn new things and they learn how t.
campfire book reports and out- work together," said Stacy Wortham, teacher. Pictured above
door reading time, according to I are: standing, left to right: Josh Bartholomew and Shelby
Tina Dunn, MES library media Bnttain; and seated, left to right, Kaneesha Harris and Beau
Maness.
specialist.
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CHECKING THINGS OUT: Rachel Thompson, a first grade student in Ashley Neff's class at
Murray Elementary School, tnes out her handmade binoculars in preparation for next week's
"Camp Read" day at the school.
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Teresa Speed, Murray High
School principal, has announced
that ACT On-Line Prep is now
available at no charge to all high
school students. This test preparation program is designed
exclusively by ACT test development professionals and will
provide students with a better
understanding of the testing
experience.
The new online tool offers students the opportunity to prepare
for the college admissions and
placement exam at their convenience, anywhere they have
Internet access.
As a result of Senate Bill 130,
all juniors in Kentucky will be
required to take the ACT in
March 2008, it was reported.

ei;•

Photo provided

RESEARCH WRITING: Ms. Handegan's fifth grade students
at Murray Middle School recently enjoyed a research and
wnting activity in their classroom. Students had to swim to a
pool of water and retrieve an artifact and swim back to their
desk. They had to do research to find three reasons the item
is useful to us today. Pictured from left are Kayla Little and
Madison Cohoon as they snorkel for an artifact.

Saturday, Sept. 8th from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
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A LITTLE ONE-ON-ONE TIME: Renisha Elam, right, a speech teacher at East Elementary
School, works with first-grade-student Amber Cooper late last week during the school's pretesting of students' skills levels. The levels of all students in the school will be reviewed, it was
reported
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Football Fans!
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Look for our
Football Preview Pages
the day before each home game!
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MULTI-TASKING: Murray Elementary School P3 Teacher Robin Brown, seated, performs
multiple tasks dunng a recent classroom penod Brown was helping students with papers and
reading a book to them Pictured with Brown is student Elijah Smith
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Twins should be allowed
to choose separate lives
DEAR ABBY': In your July
4 column.'Twins' Mom in Bellevue, Wash'told about one of
her 12-year-old daughters' wish
to stop dressing like her twin
sister and to be an individual
We also have twin daughters.
now adults.
Whcn
were
they
very young. I
pushed them
in a double
stroller
around the
area where
we
lived
There was it
lads I met
frequently.
and
we
By Abigail
talked shout
Van Buren
their
77
.7s7=e 4entually told
me she was a child psychologist and asked if she might give
me some advice
She told me that all twins.
whether identical (Of not, should
he go.en e chance to choose
things separately
the colors
they wore, toys. etc. She also
suggested separate classes at
school when possible. different
choices of friends and activities. and most important of all,
tor U• to treat them as individuals. not a single entity
At the age of 4. they went
to preschool Each went two
days separately and a third day
together This gave each girl a
chance to develop alone and
also to have time with Mom
In kindergarten they were in
the same class, but had different teachers
In elementary
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In 1907. 1(1) years ago, composer Eds ad Grieg died in Bergen.
Norway. at Age 64
lo 1917. the American Expe
dimmer) Forces in France suffered their first fatalities during
%Odd War I when A Gemum plane
attacked a British run base hospi
tat
In 195 1 President Truman
addressed the neiiiin from the
Japanese peace treaty conference
in San Francisco in the firm live.
coast-to toast television broadcast

school they were in separate
classes for the most part.
They chose to dress differently. if only by color They
were not in the same homeroom in middle school, but had
a class or two together Many
fellow students had no idea they
were twins unless they were
especially close to the girls
By high school, they were distinct individuals, and at times
competitive with each other.
They did not share friends. One
of my girls went on to college
in Washington state, the other
in Southern California One is
now a successful businesswoman, the other is a former
graphic artist who us married,
raising a son and helping with
her husbands business The twins
are now closer than they were
as children
I think we did the right thing.
thanks to that friendly neighbor. The twins in your t.olumn
should have been given separate choices long before the age
of 12 but it isn't too late -JANE IN CARMEL VALLEY,
CALIF
DEAR JANE: Thank you
for sharing your family's story
with my readers. The response'. I have received emphasize
that the expenence of being a
twin can be as different as their
looks are similar Read on
DEAR ABBY: How appropriate to see the letter about
identical twins on the anniversary of the birthday of your
dear mother inn] aunt'
I am also an identical twin.
My brother and I are now 57.
As with individuals, each set
of twins is unique. Some celebrate their twinness. some seek
more indis'duality. some go back
and forth, and some don't agree.
The solution is to allow each
set of twins to find the balance that is right for them
When we are growing up
our mother wisely permitted us
to have some matching outfits.
'but also some that did not match.
On any given day, we could
choose to dress identically or
either one of us could make
the decision to be distinct simply by selecting a non-matching outfit:
Today, we live in different
cities, with very different careers.
but get together or at least speak
by phone frequently and consider (ourselves quite close. -DOUGLAS. BROTHER OF DENNIS
DEAR ABBY: I am a 14year-old identical twin. Let me
make something clear to everyone Twins arc not the same
person' Just because we look
alike doesn't mean we have the
saint feelings and personalities.
My parents base always
dressed us difterently. We have
never worn our hair the 14n1C
way, and sic are in different
classes and schools We barely
know each other's friends I
have neser set foot inside her
middle school -- and yet we
remain extremely close Please
encourage your twins to be inchsiduals' -- UNIQUE TWIN IN
COLORADO

Pharmacy cashier needs
attitude adjustment
DEAR DR. GOTT: While
shopping at the only available
pharmacy located in my small
community, a particular cashier
routinely offers humiliating,
hillbilly remarks about my purchases.

One

mcnts. Request she stop being
rude and explain that while
you do not wish to inform her
boss, you will if necessary.
understand that you do
not wish to "tattle- on her
behavior and contribute to her
possible firing; however, her
comments and behavior are
completely inappropnate. If she
cannot control herself and act
with a certain amount of
respect. she should not be working with the public. Perhaps
It will take reprimanding from
her employer or even losing
her job for her to realize she
cannot continue to be a bully
and must change.
As an aside, if she acts this
way in public, especially at
work, then how does she behave
in the privacy of her home?
This is not setting a good

of

her embarrassing comments was,
"Hey
old
timer, considering all
the
pills
you're taking, it's a
good thing
you're driving a pickBy
Dr. Peter Gott up to haul
them
all
home!" Another hurtful example was when I inquired nerv-

Dr.Gott

ously about being lethargic and
disinterested about certain
activities in the bedroom, The
insensitive clerk said loudly,
giggling, "At your age, it's
probably too late to experiment with kinky spark plugs,
so consult your doctor or forget about it!"
Considering the young, abrasive assistant happens to be a
single working mother, I'm
reluctant to alert the pharmacist of her helper's uninvited
insinuations in fear of placing
the woman's employment at
risk.
In lieu of traveling an extra
25 miles to fill prescriptions.
can you help me find a courteous and professional course
of action?
DEAR READER: Your
"insensitive clerk" is nothing
more than a bully. I suggest
that you stand up to her and
voice your dislike of her corn-

example for her child(ren).
I would not be concerned
about hurting the feelings of
the other pharmacy staff. You
are the one being embarrassed.
The other pharmacy personnel
should be just as embarrassed
to learn of this particular person's
behavior.
Try
my
approach. If it fails, it is far
easier to travel an extra 25 miles
to be treated with the consideration and respect that everyone deserves. Chances are, if
this is happening to you, it
happening to others as welt

g

The pharmacy may well stait
losing business if they do net
remedy the situation now.
Doctor Gott is a retiree
physician and the author of
the new book -Dr. Gott's Nti
Flour, No Sugar Diet," avaik
able at most chain and lode',
pendent bookstores.
.
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opening lead
three of spades
Notnimp coaersets generally leatore a race between the defenders and
declarer tor the establishment of
tricks That is why the opening
leader so ont•n starts with his king
suit
The defeaders, has ing the opening lead, thus get the jump on
declarer in the race to build up tricks
This ads aniage is usually offset by
the fact that the declaring side has
more high cards, but if the defender,
hese enough high cards and a long'
enough suit, the tempo they gain will
often make the difference between
the success and tailure of a contract
The battle is ones touch-sad-go
because of the timing factor Also,

or.

the declarer may base a choice
which of two suits to establish, and if;
he chooses the wrong one, he mayi
lose the race
Today's head features just such a
situation. South got a spade lead and
won Last's king with the ace. He
played a club to the jack. and East
took his we and returned a spade.
The ten lost to the jack, and a spade
continuation established West's suit
Declarer sow could rash only
eight tncks. When he later led a
heart. West grabbed the ice and
Lashed two spades to defeat the contract one trick
Actually, the contract was a certainty from the outset with correct
play South should hese attacked
hearts before he touched the clubs.
At trick two, he should enter
dummy with a diamond and lead a
low heart toward his hand If Last
has the ace, he cannot afford to play
it because that would gise South his
ninth trick tthrec hearts, four diamonds and hso spades). Last would
therefore base to play low, allowing
declarer to win with the queen. South
can then force out the ace of clubs to
assure nine tricks
If West bat the ace of hearts (the
actual situationl, the queen would
lose, but West could not make a damaging spade return since declarers
Q-10 would be in full command of
the suit Regardless of what West
returned, South would have ample
time to tackle the clubs and make at
least four notrump
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KENTUCKY FOOTBALL

Brooks cautiously optimistic
WILDCATS LOOK TO KENT STATE AFTER THUMPING OF EKU
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
Even after posting his first season-opening victory in five
years at Kentucky, coach Rich
Brooks isn't ready to say the
Wildcats are ready for the ngors of life in the Southeastern
Conference.
Sure, there were plenty of
bright spots in Kentucky's 5010 win over Eastern Kentucky
on Saturday, namely the running game. The Wildcats ran
for 288 yards. hopefully a sign
that running back Rafael Little and company will be able
to take some pressure off quarterback Andre Woodson this
week when Kentucky hosts
Kent State (1-0). The Golden
Flashes won on the road at
Iowa State last week.
"The competition is going
to be more difficult, so therefore you won't see it be as
successful,- he said. "Let's hope

AP

Kentucky coach Rich Brooks questions an official dunng
the Wildcats' 50-10 triumph over in-state rival Eastern
Kentucky during Saturday's season opener.
that we don't have the door see if we can put a couple of
slammed in our face on our games back-to-back and then
running game this week. Let's back-to-back-to back. That's

how you determine whether
you're really getting better at
something. A one-game spurt
on something doesn't mean
you've solved the problem."
Brooks echoed the same sentiment for his defense, which
ranks 18th in the nation in
yards allowed after surrendering only 202 yards against
Eastern Kentucky.
"I think the defense played
well," he said. "But I'm not
ready to anoint our defense
that it has arrived until (we)
do it two or three or four times
and show significant improvement over a period of time.
But first time out of the blocks,
I think it was a pretty significant opening game for our
defense, especially on third
down. That was huge."
Brooks said Lones Seiber
will be the team's kicker this
•See BROOKS,28

CARDINALS BASEBALL
MSU Media Relations

Murray State's Nick Newcomb was one stroke off the
lead after 36 holes on Monday at the Wasioto Winds
Intercollegiate Tournament in Pineville.

Newcomb just
one stroke back
287-292=579. Southern Illinois
is in first place at 557, and
Eastern Kentucky sits in second place with a total score
of 563.
By MSU Media Relations
Cameron Carrico is in 25th
PINEVILLE, Ky. — Murafter rounds of
ray State's Nick Newcomb is place for MSU
Wolfe is in
Jared
77-70.147,
36
after
one shot off the lead
scores of 71holes of the 54-hole Wasioto 29th place with
rouedireat
Winds Intercollegiate ibursia-• 77-148. hairy Price's
put him in 36th
ment, hosted by Morehead 73-77=150
place, while Mitchell Moore
State.
in 41st place with scores
stands
Newcomb, a newcomer to
the MSU men's squad, fired of 75-76=151.
Murray State has two playrounds of 68-69=150 and is
as
one shot off the lead in the ers who are in the event
had
chase for medalist at the individuals. Hunter Ford
rounds of 75-75=150 and is in
Waisioto Winds Golf Club.
Newcomb's two rounds 41st place, while Chris Grifincluded two eagles and seven fin had rounds of 80-76=154
and stands in 46th place.
birdies.
The event was scheduled to
As a team, the Racers stand
in third place after rounds of end with 18 holes today.

MSU STANDS
3RD AT WASIOTO

AP

during Pittsburgh's 11-0 smashing of St.
Pirates right-hander an Snell prepares to deliver a pitch to home plate
just two games back of NL Central
Louis on Monday at Busch Stadium. Despite the loss, the Cardinals remain
leader Chicago.

a
ty

Snell, Pirates hammer Cards

a

r.

CARDS DROP
BACK TO .500
WITH DEFEAT
ST. LOUIS (API — The
last two times Ian Snell has
beaten the Cardinals on the road,
he's knocked them back to
.500. This time, it really had
to hurt for St. Louis.
• Snell threw seven scoreless
innings to end a six-game road
losing streak since winning in
St. Louis on April 16, and the
Pittsburgh Pirates halted a fivegame losing streak, routing Kip
Wells 11-0 on Monday.
The Cardinals, coming off
three-game sweep over the
Reds, entered the day two games
back of the Cubs in the NL
Central. On Sunday, the defending World Senes champions
moved above .500 for the first

e
e
e
e
e

time since April 15.
Snell sent them back to 6767,just as he evened their record
at 6-6 in mid-April.
"Today was a great start for
him," catcher Ronny Paulin°
said.
"He was throwing his fastball in and out. He wasn't just
throwing it in there, he was
making it happen."
Jack Wilson matched a career
high with four hits, including
a two-run home run, and had
three RBIs as the Pirates
emerged from a skid in which
they were outscored 35-13.
Paulino and Freddy Sanchez
both went 3-for-4 with two
RBIs.
Wilson missed a chance to
hit for the cycle in the ninth
when he lined into a double
play. although he said he hadn't been aware until St. Louis
catcher Gary Bennett informed
him.
"He goes 'Single, single,

double, home run." Wilson
said.
"I was taking because he
had just walked a guy on four
pitches, but Bennett is a guy
who's so nice he'll give me a
first-pitch fastball just to try
it. Sure enough."
The Pirates had 15 hits in
25 at-bats when reliever Andy
Cavazos was chased in a fiverun fifth that made it 11-0.
They scored in each of the
first five innings.
Cardinals pitchers gave up
a double-digit run total for the
17th time this season, five of
them in games started by Wells
(6-16), and dropped back to
.500. Wells and Jose Contreras
of the White Sox are tied for
the major league lead in losses.
"His biggest problem today
was throwing the ball in the
middle of the plate, mostly up
where guys can get to it,- manager Tony La Russa said.

LOL ISV11,1,1 1001 It 1.1 1,

"That's his biggest problem,
by the way.
"He put us in a big hole."
A good portion of a sellout
crowd cheered when La Russa
emerged from the dugout to
yank Wells, who lasted 3 1-3
innings and gave up six runs
and 10 hits. Wells was booed
heavily as he left the field.
Wells entered 2-0 with an
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — Most of the numbers surround0.75 ERA against his former ing No. 10 Louisville's 73-10 pummeling of Murray State are
team, beating them on May 23 staggering.
to snap a personal worst sevenTen touchdowns, including five total from quarterback Brian
game losing streak. Wells was Brohm. More than 650 yards of total offense. A punt return
bumped from the rotation in for a score. Nine scoring drives that lasted less than three minmid-June after going 2-11 with utes apiece.
a 6.93 ERA and lately he's
Yet there are a couple of other numbers that stood out to
been struggling again, going coach Steve Kragthorpe: 10 penalties for 83 yards, and 130
0-3 with a 10.80 in his last yards rushing by the Racers, a member of the Football Chamthree starts.
pionship Subdivision (formerly Division 1-AA).
been
already
"Having
One of the penalties wiped out a punt return for a touchthrough the adversity I've had down by JaJuan Spillman. A personal foul penalty for retaliatthis year, it's not like I'm going ing against a Murray State player allowed the Racers to keep
to bury myself." Wells said. a drive alive.
"I'm just going to do what 1
"If we have to get hit in the face to take a 15-yard penalcan to give myself the best
•See CARDS,29
chance to be successful."

Not So Perfect

DESPITE LOPSIDED WIN,STILL
PLENTY TO WORK ON FOR CARDS

- OLLEGE FOOTBALL
C

Clemson holds off FSU in ACC battle

e
e

SEMINOLES'LATE COMEBACK NOT ENOUGH IN 2418 FINAL

e
e
e

-0

' 8EACLEMSON, S.C. (Al') — last season losing four of five.
"It's huge," Harper said. "It defFlorida State. First start at soldmit Death Valley. National TV. Ner- initely helps everybody's confidence."
vous?
Harper was a big reason why.
Not Clemson's new quarterback.
. "1 think I've been more nerv- He played like a polished veteran
ous as a backup before," Cullen rather than a redshin junior who
Harper said.
barely played the past two seaHe's probably never smiled like sons.
this, either Harper threw two touch"He had a lot of anxiety built
downs in Clemson's 24-18 victory up. but I thought he did a really
over the Seminoles on Monday good job," Tommy Bowden said.
lught
Speaking of anxiety. it can't be
It was coach Tommy Bowden's
easy time for Bobby Bowden
an
third straight victory over his father.
his flashy new offensive staff.
or
and
—
Bobby. and the Seminoles
After Bowden's son Jeff resigned
it took away some bad feelings
offensive coordinator. Bobby
as
after
offseason
all
that lingered
limbo Fisher from LSI along
hired
Clemson opened 7-1 and finished

with three more assistants on offense
to retool Florida State's tired attack.
Instead, the Seminoles looked
more inept than ever. They had
one first down and 62 yards. They
were 0-of-9 on third downs and
punted eight times on the way to
trailing 24-3.
"I've never been around a first
half of football like that," firstyear Seminoles offensive line coach
Rick Tnckett said.
"The first half was the worst
half I've seen us play," Bobby
Bowden said.
The Seminoles found their
rhythm in the second half in drawing within 6 points, but couldn't
make the plays when it counted

AP

Clemson's James Davis (1) pulls away from Ronda State's Myron Rolle (3)
The
during Monday's game between the ACC rivals at Memonal Stadium.
win.
24-18
Tigers hung on for a

•
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MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL STANDINGS
AftlerialfliAMOVAS
East Ennision
W
L
Banco
83 55
New
76 62
Toronso
Y°f*
70 87
59 77
8416rn°g
rainpa Bay
57 81
Central oliolebort
W
L
Cleveland
79 58
Name
73 64
Minnesota
69 69
Kansas City
62 76
Chicago
58 79
West OlieWion
W
L
Los Angeles
81 56
Seattle
74 82
68 71
Oshiiend
63 74

Oa

12 1/2
23
26

coronet plosion
011
6
2
10 1;1
21
Oa
6 1/2
14
18

akinisays aeons

EXPLOSION PLACES 2ND: The West Kentucky Explosion travel softball team recently placed second in the Lady
Governor's tournament, held in Clarksville. Tenn The squad tell to the Tennessee Xplosion in the event The team consists of members from Murray, Calloway County. Graves County and Hickman County Team members pictured include
(front row, from left) Chetoe Winchester, Kara Smith, Kristin Boggess. Jessie Alford. imiddle row) Megan Pollock, Bnttnee
Deitz. Sarah Carter. Amanda Wade. Lindsey Rucker, Lisa Betz and (back row) coaches Mark Winchester Shane Wade
and Joe Rucker Not pictured is Amanda Winchester
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Mickelson wins at Deutsche Bank,
fires shots at PGA commissioner
NoRTON.
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asail

ifs Just that I'm Lontlnt
cd.- Mickelson said, noting that

it wasn't

the field at the
Dcuts.fie Bank Championship,

Just the playolls hut
a hectic season oserall "I cer-

he &tided to take on golf's
powers that he
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Brett

Wetterish

and

Wierthilser

s si.tors was worth SI 26
million ARA 90111 points in the
playofk. 'nosing him to the
top

of

the standings

Vbencrish shot 7(1. making
a birdie on the final Nile to
earn enough points to mostup 29 spats in the standings

to No 22 and gt% tng him an
escellem shot at making the
lour Championship
Oherholser was within one

shot of Mickelson most of the
back nine. but he needed an
eagle on the final hole to force
a playoff
Instead. he missed a 10-foot
birdie putt when the tournament was sealed and improved
to No 29 in the standings,
had he made the birdie pun.
he would hase gone to No.
20 and dint bed a spot At Fast
Lake for the tour Championship

John Mallinger and klo Van
into the top 70 to
advance to the third round next
week in Chicago.
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Wouldn't It Feel Good To Breathe Easy?

Cooper Clayton Method to Stop Smoking

Free Classes begin Tuesday, September II, 2007

Stuart). Poston Health and Wellness Center
5:30 p.m. to 6:30 p.m.
e
igritr
so

L

The Cooper Clayton Method, one of the most effective ways to stop
smoking us now available to individuals Whether you've tned before
or just know you should stop, this program is for you Classes meet
each Tuesday for 13 weeks
Space is limited, so register now'

Phone Purchase District Health Department to register
at 1-888-245-3902 (toll-free)
Stuart /
Calloway
Murray
Poston

County
Hawaii
center

Calloway
County

lima cm•kw
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Hospital ...Air MIN Tows Cesare h.
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Don't h.i,
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From Page 18
my. then we have to he man
enough to do that.- Kragthorpc said. "Retaliation doesn't
get it done. The glory of not
retaliating is watching the referee march 15 yards off against

Hsalth
Wellness

Canter

'lie lot a .1.1,4' 43d help from Kentucky's Tobacco Quit Line

elittick‘-'!- Tobacco
Quit Line 80o-784-8669

800-QUIT NOW

&seals 7. N Y Yankees 1
Cleveland 5, Panneeota 0
Boston 13, Toronto 10
Tampa Bay 9. Baasnon 7
Kansas City 8. Texas 1
LA Angels 9, Oakland 5
Todey's Gams
Toronto (Hallecley 14-6) at Boston
(Beckett 15-6) 6 05 p m
Seattle (Fterrwez 5-4) et N V Yankees
r Wang 16-6). 6 05 p m
Chicago While Sos (Garland 11-10) at
Csilitmet (Bondsmen 11-7) 6 D5 p m
Baltimore (Gunnar 7-5) at Tamps Bay
Kamw 11-8), 6 10 p m
Kansas Cey (Buckner 0-0- st Texas
(IA*.000d 9-11), 7 05 p m
Cleveland iLalley 2-1) at Minnesota
(Skyivey 3-0), 7 10 p m
°swam tooNainso 6-7)a La. Angels
OW Weaver 1041, 9-06 p.m.
Wednesdey's Gomm
Cleveland (Carmons 14-8) at
Minnesota (Baker 8-61. 12 10 pm
Oakland (Blanton 114) at L A ArI9•18
Saunders 7.2), 2 36 p
TOMMO (Marcum 12-5) at Boston
(saving BA) 5 06 p m
yanises
osp`r
tmughos
Sea
ashburn29tee (Vi
N m
.31)26
) al
Chicago Wheel Sox (0 Floyd 1,2) at
Detroit (Rogers 3-2), 6 05 p m
Baltimore (Liz 0-1) at Tamps Bey
iSonnanstne 4-9). 6 10 p m
Kansas CM/ (Davies 2-31st Taxes
(Padilla 4-9) 7 05 p m

opponent.Kragthorpe wasn't trying to
he picky. But the Cardinals OM will take a minor step up
an class when they host Middle Tennessee 40-h on Thursday He isn't asking for perfection. but wants the players
to reallie there is little margin for error
"You've gotta play every
week with a hulls-eye on your
chest at a place with a top 10
ranking," Kragthorpe said. -We
know were gonna get everybody's best effort every time
we play. The thing we hase
got to do is nuke sure we're
in total command"

Hut that would make it three
,onsetutisc weeks that a top
S player in the world rankings

as

•Cards

II Kragthorpe needed to reinpoint after routing

force the

the Rat:M. Appalachian State
did it for him He postponed
a special teams 'fleeting on
Saturday afternoon while the
players watched the Moun-

Michigan.
wanted them to watch

taineers upset No 5

Kragthorpe said "I've said
it before and sometimes people don't behese me. hut the
proof's in the pudding. Anybody can heat anybody."
And though the Racers were

hardly a match tor the Cardinals. they certainly held their
own offensively in the first
half. Murray State put together an NO-sard touchdown drive
and a 73-yard dnse that ended
in a field goal against
Louisville's first-team defense
as the 'ardinals had trouble with
mobile Racer quarterback Jeff
Ehrhardt The Cardinals didn't
register a sack and forced only
one turnover
-It's incredibly tough to get
It) the passer with all the spread
formations.- Kragthorpc said
"If you're playing against an
athletic qu.uterback, then they
an spread you OW and do
some things with the quarterback in the running game
Corm
k
is Norton
said the Racers weren't mum'dated by playing in Papa John's
Cardinal Stadium, and it took
the defense a while to catch
up
"Commu n Joon . it's iii
about communication.- Norton
said "We had to pick up on
some of the new things they
did, and once they did that. it
was lust man sersu• man '•
Ilse Racers managed lust 57
yards of total offense in the
second half
"We probably relased a little tat (earls 1, hut in the later
part of the second quarter and
the first two or three dnves
of the second half, third quarter we played extremely well"
Kraphorpe said

National League
East Cannon
L
W
77 80
New York
Phdedelphis
72 65
70 66
mania
Wastington
61 77
Ronda
60 78
GB
L
W
70 68
1112
69 68
2
67 67
9
62 76
9
82 76
60 77
101/2
West Division
W
GB
L
76 61
San Diego
1
76 63
ArtzOna
4
72 65
Los moss
71 66
5
Coated°
14 1/2
62 76
San Francisco
Monday" Scores
Atlanta 5. Philadelphia
Waiewnrpon 8 Florida 3
NY Metz 10, Cincinnati 4
(-iouston 9. Milwaukee 7
Petsburgh 11. Sr Louis 0
Colorado 7 San Francisco 4
LA Dodgers ii Chicago Cubs 3
San Diego 10, Arizona 2
Todry's Games
Floods(Was 8-14) at Washington
3-3), 605 p m
NY Mots(0 Perez 12-9) at Cincinnati
(Belts* 7-8) 6 10 p m
Priamaisiptsia (Lohse 7-141 at Atlanta
ic..aisde 6-5). 635 p m
Houston (Backe 0-0) at Milwaukee
(Villanueva 6-3), 7 06 p m
LA Dodgers (Penny 14-4) at Chicago
Cubs (Tractisn 6-8). 705 pm
Pittsburgh (Snot! 8-11) at Si Louis
Minor° 4-3). 7 10 p m
San Francisco iLincecurn 7-4) at
Colorado (Morales 0.2) 7 35 p m
San Diego (Young 9-5) at Arizona
(Days 12-11) 8 40 p m
Wednescley's Gamin
N Y Meta (Mane 14-8) at Cincinnati
(Steam 1-0) 11 35 a m
Philadelphia tkondnck 8-3) at Atlanta
HurbiOn 15-7), 12 05 p m
Folds(Mere 5-8) at Washington
(Redding 3-5). 605 pm
Houston (Albers 4-6) at Milwaukee
(petard° 6-4). 7 05 p m
L A Dodgers(Woes 6-8) at Chicago
Cubs (Lilly 13-7) 7 05 p m
Pittsburgh (Undecided) at SI Lours
(Mulder 0-0). 7 10 p m
Sin Francisco (Correia 3-6) at
Colorado (Jimenez 3-2) 7 35 p m
San Diego (CasSel 0-0) at Anzona
(L Hernandez 9-9) 8 40 p m
Chicago
Mihvaukes
St Louis
Cinonnas
Housfon
Pittsburgh

SPORTS BUSINESS

Evansville arena
could face competition
EVANSVILLE. Ind.(AP)—
Discussions about the future
of the city's main sports and
concerts arena are being complicated by the possible construction of a similar facility
in a nearby Kentucky city
As Evansville officials consider plans to renovate or
replace the 50-year-old Roberts
Stadium, a proposed $400 million development in Owensboro.
Ky , calls for construction of
bAXLI-seat arena
Keith Jarboe, president of
Evansville's City Council, said
he has been watching what IS
happening in Owensboro as the
two arenas would be about 40
miles apart.
The city's Roberts Stadium
Advisory Board is to meet on
Wednesday and resume its
review of options for the cityowned arena, which seats about
10,500 people for concerts, but
fewer for other events held
there, such as University of
Esanssille basketball games

Owensboro officials, meanwhile, are looking to replace
the Owensboro Sports Center,
a 58-year-old, 5.600-seat basketball arena.

Owensboro City Manager,
Bob Whitmer said that state
approval was still needed for
the project with developer Gulf-stream Enterprises on the new
arena, along with a 135,000square-foot convention center.
a 250-room hotel, retail space,
apartments and condominiums.
"My guess is, our feasibility study will raise at length
the same concerns about Evansville and how a large facility
there might reduce attendance
numbers in our facility.- Whitmen said.
Although the scope of
Owensboro's project is signif- •
icantly larger than anything
Evansville might do with
Roberts Stadium, consultant'
Tom Chema said its arena
unquestionably would be a competitive threat.

•Brooks
From

Page 18

week. hut also said he's concerned with the Seiber's inconsistent play Seiber missed two
extra points and one field goal
against the Colonels
"Lones is our guy right
now, Brooks said "But if he
doesn't get more consistent than
that es en though maybe the guys
in practice aren't any better
than he is. at least you have
to give them a chance at some
point if he doesn't get consistency in his kicking "
Seiber must regulate his
mechanics to become more
effective. Brooks said
"His stroke is a little different on most every kick, and
he's got to get to the point
where it's always the same,"
Brooks said "It doesn't matter if it's an extra point. 30yard field goal or 48-yard field
goal, the swing needs to be
the same lie's putting a link
too much into it and maybe
os crams!yzmg tattle things"
Brooks also responded WV ly when asked if he was woened about his team looking
ahead to its match-up with No

10 Louisville on Sept. IS,
"Everybody keeps bringing
up Louisville," Brooks said,
"We're not playing Louisvillit'
We're not worned about
Louisville, and I'm not warned about my players thinking ahead to Louisville. I'm
womed about them focusing
on Kent State regardless of
what the reasons are. Where
Louisville falls on the schedule doesn't predicate where our
head is Where our head is as
a team is we need to focus
on what we need to get better at They proved last week
that they had their head on
right and I believe they'll have
their head on right this week."
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Ornairwee Oodulmse
baronies
Compirs
Applimeno Puts
Ward to Sin
Midas For Sea
implasnoso
Nom Formsnings
Antiques
Lamm I Cowan

tra-ln't!

190
196
200
210
220
210
270
290
2215
68
320
130
340
300
370
300
390
410
423

Farm bibelot
Sown, Equipiesa
5port• graspows
Elmwood
beical
Slab Horns Lots For Sal.
Yob Noma For Sala
Mans Hams For nem
Slab noon Lob For nom
Boanses brae
Apsniments For Flonl
Roane For bit
Mara For Rea
brays bias
Common:1a Property

Pets ASapporo
Lianas* & Swears
nub Sal•
Land For Rent or LSO.

Lots For ilair
la3i• Pal68
Farm For Si,
Amapa
Moons For Si.
biorrean• I ATV •
Auto Pans
bon Utally Venrciss
Used Cars
Vans
Used Tricks

Campers
boos a Motors
Services Ononso
Free Column
TotooPo I Supplies

METERING ASSISTANT
WEST KENTUCKY RURAL ELECTRIC COOPERATIVE
MAYFIELD, KENTUCKY

The General fund tax levied in fiscal year 2007 was 51.4
cents on real property and 51.4 cents on personal property
and produced revenue of $1,896,799. The proposed General
Fund tax rate of 50.9 cents on real property and 51.5 cents
on personal property is expected to produce $1,994,866. Of
this amount $264,358 is from new and personal property.
The compensating tax for 2008 is 48.9 cents on real property
and 51.4 cents on personal property and is expected to produce $1,924,906.
The general areas to which revenue of $98,067 above 2007
revenue is to be located are as follows: Cost of collections,
$1,471; mandates from the State which require local funding, $96,596.
The General Assembly has required publication of this
advertisement and information contained herein.
PUBLIC NOTICE
Notice is hereby given that Goodwill
Industries of Kentucky, 1806 U.S. Hwy. 31-W
Bypass, Bowling Green, Kentucky 42101, has
filed an application with the Natural
Resources and Environmental Protection
Cabinet to construct an 8,500 square foot
retail building with associated grading, parking and utility improvements. The property is
located at 1208 N. 12th Street, south of the
intersection of U.S. Hwy. 641 and Southwood
Dnve between the Baymont Inn and Bee
Creek. Any comments or objections.ciuicerii-ing this application shall be directed to:
Kentucky Division of Water, Water Resources
Branch, 14 Reilly Road, Frankfort Office
Park, Frankfort, Kentucky 40601.

CREDIT Manager
Heights
Finance
Corporation has an
immediate opening for
a well organized individual with keyboard,
typing and telephone
skills. Must be outgoing. Good starting
salary and benefits.
Apply
person
in
between 8:30AM and
5PM. Background and
gryg
..ecreening
required prior to hire.

When accessing the
"help wanted- section
on our classifieds
webpage at
murrayledgercom.
you will be redirected
to Joboetwort.com.
By default,
Murray and local job
listings will appear on
this website
However. as a national
website. not all listings
on the johnetwork com
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
&Times Please call
us if you have any
questions regarding
the Murray area
)01, listings Thank you

Good Golly
Our Molly is 16!

Happy Birthday!
Love,
Mom & Dad

47-416 PER HOUR
Pleasant voices needed immediately for
easy part-time phone
work. No selling
Mon -Thurs
Work
4PN-7Ped Will train
Pikid ~My
759-4993

A child needs you,
Become a foster parent, up to $36/clay
WKUMFS
270-443-9004

DOMINO'S Pizza is
now looking for a full
time day driver.
Approx. 10-6,5 days a
week. We are also hiring night drivers 5-1
Must be friendly
have reliable transportation Can make
up to 510-515 per
hour. Apply within.
DRIVER wanted
Fri, Sat. Sun 5-8PM
18 or older with no traffic violations Apply at
Pizza Pro 605-C South
12th Street No phone
calls please

CONSTRUCTION
work and pob ills dean
up Full or part time
Must be dependable
and nest with a strong
wont ethic Call 2937672 tor an inteMew.

01
2F10E MANAGER
Local business acceding applications
through Sept 10 for
hill-tiene office rnanagsr positron. Please
mill resume or delver
Town
it person to
and Country
Moloreports i915 St
RN 04 East Murray,
KY 42071

DO you love viedOng
rah lids?
Wee Care Enterprises
may be just the pleas
for you! Full tens and
part time positions
available
APPN at
Marlal Ms America
1413 Olive Blvd
Murray. KY 42071
(270)7534111

PURCHASING
MANAGER
Leading Bowling Ball manufacturer in
Hopkinsville, KY has an immediate opening for a Purchasing Manager. BS Degree
in Business or related field of study is
required. Candidate should have experience in purchasing to include department
management, negotiating with vendors,
inventory management and cost analysis.
Certification in Production and Inventory
Management
(APICS)
and/or
Certification as a Purchasing Manager
(NAPM) would be a plus. Competitive
salary and excellent benefits, including
401(10.

Please send resume to:
Attn: Materials Manager
Ebonite International, Inc.
P.O. Box 746
Hopkinsville, KY 42241
All resumes should be submitted no later
than September 10, 2007.
•

Henry County Medical Center is seeking a
Clinical Application Analyst for our
Information
Department.
Systems
Position is responsible for support of clinical applications and assists in the implementation phases of IS projects.
Interested candidates must have an understanding of clinical/medical processes and
procedures and 1 to 2 years experience in
an IS environment. Technical or
Associates degree preferred. A working
knowledge of printers and PC's is
required.
We provide an excellent benefit and salary
package including health, vision, dental,
and retirement. Interested candidates
should send a resume or apply in person.

(270)898-1293

(8641311NECCO

Equal Opportunity Employer

MECO,'

the Poster n1 ftsrsh

Help kids
Be a Foster Parent
Help US

Fr Billing Clerk and
LPN for medical office
Der* must be aspen
'priced in insurance
coding and billing
Send resume volt ref.
memos to P.O. Box
1040-Y, Murray. K
42071
FT data extractor
Computer
skills
required Send resume
to Poop Products, Box
KY
Murray.
363,
42071.

GREEN Acres is currently hinng for the following
positions:
RN/LPN 6A-2P fulltime, SRNA 2P-10P
full-time, LPN/FIN 10P6A M-F lull-time. SRNA
6A-2P
full-time.
Anyone interested in
becoming part of our
team may apply in person at Green Acres
Health Care, 402 W.
Farthing St., Mayfield,
KY 42066
HELP WANTED
Part/Full time 3 shifts
daily 7 days a week
Sehr after paid
training + Benefits
Contact us now!
1488-974-JOBS or
Immo10#0371110batarn
now
KFC
hiring
cashiers, cooks, and
shift leaders Must be
available for all shifts
Apply in person 205 N
12th St
LAWRENCE Cleaning
Service is now hiring
for office cleaning in
Murray. Please call
270-443-8146

CLINICAL
APPLICATION ANALYST

Henry County Medical Center
P.O. Box 1030
Paris, TN 3824S
731-644 8472
cowen@hcmc-tn.org

•

BRITTHAVEN
of
Benton is currently
accepting applications
for the following positions Certified Nursing
Assistants
We offer
competitive wages and
an excellent benefit
Package Ayr*/ rt pitason at Britthaven of
Banton 2607 Main
Street
Hwy
641S
Benton, KY 42025
EOE/AAE NO PHONE
CALLS PLEASE

and
good
Your
Box
KY

BEAUTICIANS
rial techs with a
client/pie send
resume to P0
Murray,
970.
42071

I'ml,'-..

10LR I INI. Al) 1\1)11 1\ HI
1111 yllisitt
\
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GRANDPARENTS
September 9, 2007

West Kentucky Rural Electric Cooperative Corporation is seeking
qualified applicants for the position of Metering Assistant.
Applicants should have at least a two-year degree from an accredited college or technical school in an electrical related field. West
Kentucky Rural Electric Cooperative Corporation offers an excellent benefits package including competitive wages.
Interested individuals should send a resume and a minimum of three
professional or personal references by September 21, 2007 to:
David E. Smart,PE - President & CEO
West Kentucky RECC
P.O. Box 589
Mayfield, KY 42066
ui•si Kentucky RECC is an Equal Employment Opportunity corporation

DISCLAIMER

All stored items in Storage Unit 5 & 24 at C Storage, 619
South 41km St., Murray, KY 42071. have loon abandoned. C
Storage will have legal powiession of all arm'tend in Unit
5 & 24 as of September 14. 2007. A sale date kw said iwins
gored in Storage Units 54 24 Ina N paned at•later time
C Storage
611 South 4th 94
Murray, KY 0071
470)753-6831

ICE cream of the week
You pick' Sandra D's,
94E 293-3816

I I

$8.25 First Day • 20 words or leas
Over 2p wards 4,54
Additions! Consecutive usys: 1.12each
per word per day.
$1 35 extra tor Shopper(Mon Classifieds go
into Shopping Guide)
13 00 extra tor HInd box ads
The publist,
the r,ght to Meet or ec111 .1

Remember your

The MURRAY INDEPENDENT BOARD OF EDUCATION
will hold a public hearing in the Murray Board ofEducation
Board Room. 208 South 13th Street. Murray. Kentucky on
September 13. 2007, at ¢:30 4i.m, to hear public comments
regarding a proposed general fund tax levy of 50.9 cents on
teal property and 51.5 cents on personal property.

Nike

i

$8.25 Column Inch,60% Discount 2nd Run,
40% Discount 3rd Run.
(All 3 Ads Must RUM Within h., Day Period
r column inch extra for Month (Sho in: Guide)

060

NOTICE OF HEARING

1111

$3.35

1'1, \t
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Notice
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Ncø

hi
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Ns Edon
Low ereserte

To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask for Jill
Stephens or Julie Brown
or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave.-Office Hours: Monday-Friday 7:30
a.m.-5 p.m.• Fax: 753-1927
010

•

Lap" NOW.
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Persona.
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The Murray Ledger & Times is seeking a solid print journalist to cover
variety of topics from city government
to Murray State University. A journalism degree, strong reporting, writing,
and proofreading skills a must. Page
design and photography skills a plus.
Send resume and clips of previous
work to P.O. Box 1040, Murray. KY
42071. No phone calls.
Interetted applicants

mutt (ippIN

by

resume only,- interviews will be granted to
qualified applicants AFTER resumes are
reviewed. Absolutely no on-the-spot
interviews will be conducted

Tell your grandparents and the world how great y014
think they are by putting your picture in our
special Grandparents Day section on
Saturday. September 8, 2007!
wv-rwspin
l Single Space. $12.00
(.ri woe diee ice Nedra, pet poiurel
: May
wad

writ
Rachel & Sarah Thompson
Grandparents
Ronald & Shirley Thompson
Michael Garland
Lana & Kevin Russell
Dons Garland
Eloise Kavanaugh

PERSONS needed to
prepare income tax
Seasonal
returns.
employment. We will
train. Free tax course.
Call 753-9204 or
437-4531.

CLEANING for Homes
Businesses. I have
20 years experience
270-759-9553
Or

SWEPT Away
Detailed
House
Cleaning.
Post
Construction, Moving
In/Out. Weekly Detail.
Felicia: 270-227-3031
Danielle:
270-227-7257

Computer
Connection
SKAF11100

Captain D's is now
hiring for Management
Personnel Excellent
benefits, compenti ye
wages, flexible
schedule Please call

1-800-285-1077
ext. 701

403 Sycamore - 752-0438
Computer SalesiService
tietwalung Services
Laser Pnriler ligt6 Row
MOM COMPUTERS
As Certified Technician
Service/ repairs
759.3556
140
N Boy

NEEDING
hair
dressers
Special
Effects. Benton, KY
Part time or Mk
703-0542, 437-4755
NOW taking applcadons for all positions
and all shifts. Apply
In person at Sonic
Drivis-ln, 217 S. 12th
St., Murray, KY. No
phone calls.
SUBWAY now hiring
Day shift 9-5 only
Apply in Person

ANTIQUES. Call Larry
753-3633
BUYING
Junk cars, trucks and
tractors 436-5235
BUYING old U.S. coin
and paper money collections. 293-6999
CASH paid for
good, used guns
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S. 12th.
Murray.

NURSE'S AIDE
Will train if you enjoy working with the
elderly. Pleasant atmosphere. Good
working conditions. Apply in person at
Fern Terrace Lodge, 1505 Stadium View
Dr.. Murray. KY. EOE

SAFETY DIRECTOR/DISPATCHER
GlenDi Inc. is currently seeking applications for the position of a Safety
Director/Dispatcher at their office in
Murray, KY Thus person must be able to
work well with others. and have experience working with a trucking company and
knowing the laws of the Department of
Transportation
We offer a generous benefit package
including health & life insurance and a
retirement plan

Please send resume to
GlenDI Inc.
3015 E. 200 N.
Rochester, IN 46975

LOUR &TIMES
•

MAXIMUM 20
WORDS
Double Space - $18.00
MAXIMUM 40
WORDS

Send payment, photo, names
of grandparents, name(s) of
child(ren), and self-addressed
stamped envelope for return
of photo to:

Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
MurrataX1'42071

DEADLINE IS
SEPT. 5 AT 12PM

GOOD used refrigerators, electric ranges.
gas heaters, air conditioners,
baseboard
heaters Used carpetrig 753-4109
V1, %NT
lo ILI 1
ii Sik CARS
*Prism pl pick-top
as tillable
•14....1
1 al its Val<
753-5.500

Articles
For Sete
07 Hot tub, brand new
in package,6-7 person.
lots of lets, digital,
ozoneator, water fall,
cover. retail $7.300
must sell $3,600
(573)300-1031
2 crypts at Murray
Memorial
Gardens
side-by-side
inside
Chapel level 2. Please
call (479)750-4811
CINDERELLA
prom
dresses. 1 size 4 yellow. 1 size 8 blue. $150
each. 270-492-8814'

Murray Memel*,
Gardens
2 Crypts
Inside chapel
$8,500
(270)247-0335
GET in shape! Bowflex
Motivator
Strength
Training
Machine.
Good as new. Fitness
guide included. $800.
Call 731-498-6454

SAVE!!! But show her
how much you love
her... Special mounted
1.53 carat diamond in
14K gold engagement
ring. Beautiful ring.
taken very good care
ot.
Appraisal
tor

replacement
is
$12,500. Will sell at
$5,300. May have your
own appraised done
purchasing
before
753-7091

1111111Apo.«
LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPLIANCES
WARD-ELKINS
On the Square Murray

(270 753-1713
Farm Equipment
WHITE Corn
Shoemaker
Enterprises is now
buying white corn.
Highest prices in area

SEASONED oak firewood. $30 a rick, $50
delivered.
270-227-8302

OWNER
FINANCE
'98 38R 2BA $5,000
down $645 month. 1
acre 72 Sundance
753-1011

Calloway County ' 394 16x80 38R 2BA.
-ictonal History & rood condition, some
appliances. Must be
Family History
moved. $13,500.
Books
270-705-1101
759-4938
2001 Fleetwood 16x80
753-2350
MOTORCYCLE & ATV
helmets for children &
adults. Jerry's Sporting
Goods, Mayfield.
NEW pool table, never
1"-Slate. solo
wood, carved legs, felt.
acc package. retails
$4,500, selling for
$1,500, must sell
(573)300-1031
used,

38R 28A, extra nice.
270-489-2525
GOVERNMENT
FUNDS FOR 1ST
TIME HOME BUYERS! Zero down! Your
land or family land
731-584-4926 Ends
August 15

PLAVSTATION 1 It 2 1 OR 215r apt,, near
GAMES Now sold/trad- downtown
Murray
ed at Wood Electronics Marling M $200/mo.
on the Court Square. 753-41W
Huge Selection, Great
1BR IBA, washer &
Pncetal 753-0530
dryer included, $375
Call Campbell Realty
759-8780

Check
us out
on the
Web!

1BR. all appliances furnished,
University
Heights Subdivision.
No pets. Deposit.
$325/month. 753-4937
or 753-1951
1BR, venous locations.
5200-5300 Coleman
RE 753-9898

•••••••
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Callo%ay Garden/Essex Downs

Apartments
!Nis lituguid Dti.c.• Muna. KY 42071
270-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833 - Ext. 283
and Eau Bcdrivgn Apannicnta
trona! Flea( and Air
A..,cpriny
urntr flours 71 a.m. - 12 p.m..6
I p.m. to 4 p.m.

2814 brick * d hookup,
co/port patio No pets
$355 a month 7536931 or 293-6070

MOVING'SALE

if

Red Estels

654 Unerbac.k Rd 4BR
28A 2 car garage
large rooms No pets
759-1436

Hot st•
it I.ocation.
%HI('bbndition

2711-'6 -111(
A8F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668

68R- 28A. all spoil
ancits. central WA
ealernari RE 753-9891$

LIVE Oak Apts.
Newty Remodeled
I BR $29000
25R $34000
38R $425 00
$100 depose special
for qualified applicants
Office hours 8-2
Mon-in
Call toddy for appointment
7534221
NEAR university
2BA apts 753-1252
753-0606
NOW LEASING
1 & 3bedroom Apts
We accept Section
8 vouchers
Apply at Mur-Cal Apt,
902 Northwood Or
Monday
Wednesday. Friday
Phone 759-4964
EWAN Housing
Opportunity
TDD•i 800.648 6056

HOC(;ESS
11-.1.1-\ I DR II it

1BR $325
2BR $375
Call Today!
75341411
SOUTHWOOD condominiums All appliances Inc iudsd
767 9948

1BR in county lease
deposit No pets
753.0728 994 3308
BR 8 mites north
$350 • deposit. no
pets 753-8582 or
227 1935
2-bedroom vied wood
and tie floors central
h*tau smolut S pet
tree very rue.* $675
month 226 8006
2, 3 6 413R houses
deposit
_Leese._ a
required -7.53-4109

1TAI-S
MINI-S I()RAGE
No% (riding
LuiittdaiUS 4th Si

270-436-5496
270-293-6906
MURRAY Store and
Lock presently has
units available
753-2905 of 753.7536
PREMIER
MINIS TORAGE
climate control
storage
•Security alarmed
*Safe II clean
•W• sea boxes'
•We rent U-Hauls
753-9600
New Fs Out
OF F ICE or retail space
varlabie Porno 10Ca
tion 753-2905
293 tag()

000 Obedience
436 2858
HEELER puppies for
sale Born 7/9/07
$75(each
270 705-0657
SHIH TZU
puppets
AXC CKC dew claws
removed
shots
wormed
male
&
female $300 $350
270-251-0310 after 11
AM
90
H
WHEAT straw 13 per
bale
270-841-1806
mobile riumber
ION

2130 TESA in Panorama
$295 per month plus
depose 978 0742

Alt
Real
Estate
advertised in the
18A
28R
newsy newspaper is subtect
to the Federal Fair
remodeled no pots
415 S 10th S425 Housing Act 01 1968
month 270-293-4602 as amended, which
or 270-435-4602
makes it illegal to
advertise any preferMA skive 'singers
ence limitation or
tor mini binds. carport
descnownabon based
clean $450 month
$300 dispose
407 on race, color retiSour 10Ih 750 1987
goon. sex. Of national
engin, or an intention
38R 1 SBA ahrtiou
eh condition coon* to make any such
ad ease required. no preference, limitapets References and !won. or cliscrimina
depose requvred 1115 bon This newspaper
ran.,., Or 14150 Per
will not knowingly
month 270 293,4602
accept any advertisof 170-43S 4602
ing fOr real estate
25A tioca home which is in violation
Ousel neighborhood. 01 the law Our readlarge Sen0111B-C backhereby
are
ers
yard.. _
. CM mforrned
that all
Conegeone Realty &
Rental 761 -RENT ask dwebings advertised
in this newspaper are
kw Boma
available on an equal
3814 Ng den. above
opportunity basis'
ground pool on 2
acres WO/no plus RESIDENTIAL or corn
deposit 770-293-81090 ITINCsiat pf°peony tom
3801 1 i'211A.b
-r
Iol
town ergs nod
garage door opener
appliances $ISOrmo
• deposit. reterisnoes
NCI PETS 753-7920

Oui Illarkles Lague ••Caiestaai 110141 S..'
107 Lae Road - Naar EdaltyvINe. KY
From I-24, Exit 45 Take Hwy 293 W To Hwy 93
Turn Left, Proceed SE 5.3 Mee To Hwy 274,Turn
Right Proceed South 5.2 Mlles To l4oward Rd
-Cannon Hles South" Beer Right Proceed SAO
Mae To Lee Rd,Turn R
To The •1.../.1
1.41 Wooded Acres - Dockable
Centiey Slopes To 1 32' 01 Lake Frontage

WM Cars
04 Volvo S60-R
3001y IMMACULATE
LUXURY
270 227 3303
2000 Memo 127dux
miles. new toyo aree.
cold au. very dependable $3.495 oeo

759-5410

UUIEFRONT
SPECIAL
3.15 AC -11149,900
mf 2 lost noel
Wended. park-Mm setting has 2 prime WF
homes:les Great location on Kentucky Lake
Don I miss this one
call now 1-800-704
3154. x 1448

ale SUSW I MISS from
town ?BR Dock on
1 5 acme
Wool
$00 000 000
753-2725 no 759-1509
itiber

4 7 acres, ready to
build on West
Calloway Co
Accessabis from hwy
121 & hwy 94
2474553970-1272

Nuns Farkas
"OWNER
FINANCING*"
405 S 5th St 38R
IBA, S2.boo down.
$395 Month 753-2222
1607 Kirkwoe-d
Elegantly remodeled,
redecorated, nice lot,
trees, excellent location completely updated many modern
features, 2BR 2-BA,
master with whirlpoolshower, LR
sunroom *bay windows great room- nice
FP gas-bogs, French
doors to deck up.
dated kitchen and din,
ing area nice almond
cabinets & appliances
new roof & covered
gutters, CS-4/A Must
MO 10 Opgifiklete
(270)753-8029
3-4 bedroom brick
2-bath on 2 lots
S16511100
(2701753-4109
4 bedroom. 2 bath
1,765 sq fl
9 453
acres fenced pasture
20x40 barn Two mites
south of Lynn Grove,
flashing tight at 1650
Rayburn (Hwy 893)
Motrvated seers Maio
an offer
Cat Vat
Frerindlk RESAsi REA
436-5916 or 978-1202
011ke 759-9016
FOR sale by owner
38R 2BA house and 50
acres on Highway 121
South 978-0505 or
436-2051
F SBO
¶48
Edinborough Or W
38R 2BA
appro
2 200 so ft . bonus
room 3 years old
(270e178-2862
GATE S801,10 2000
tool split-level. 3.4.
MCI 2 ceth Garage.
den. ofkce. hole°,
270-976-3067
Constr
W
38R 2BA hardwood
flooring large living
arid kitchen area .1gar age Cramer
krIch•f% and
t •
Located oft L°cc,
Grove Rood Buy he..
and you can ad
your colors Price
b•Ict* $1 50,000 cc
Bonnie
a
today
Cornerstone
Realty
and Rental 270-761
SELL (73551

USED TIRES
14 15 16 inch

Starling at $20
nintinfrici

I NEON BEACH
MINI-STORAGI
*All Sly) Unlit

available
Now Have
Climate Control

753-3.53

Call

753-5606

6 a

_

A quality New Nome Built
With Pride And Characater
For A Video Tour Visit
www.jamesrcash.com
Or Call For A Private Showing
1 ex °owe Saimaa IR 30 0

JAMES R. CASH
04 3/4 ton Chevrolet
4x4 Excellent condibedilner
tion
aluminum *heels 6 0 Titer
w/chip Phone
270-978-0565
day
270-436-5695 night
'92 Ford F150 eid cab
Black brand new tires
02.500 080
270 "05 360?

Weep

RED OAKS APTS.

$100 Deposit

BEAUTIFUL SPACIOUS NEW HOME
tertunlag, Slept Rik IA 10:00 ARIL

430

Rentals

FEMALE college students need roommate
Murayin
Ptac•
Everything included
Contact Gwen 270
826-0685
210-454054-S Of Murray Plaice

"=11'01.'11 "1"

WATERFRONT AUCTION

Paint & paint supplies: 20-50% off,
Wallpaper: $2, Borders: $1,
Stocked hardwood: $1 /sq.ft.,
Tile: 50c/sq.ft.,
Carpet & vinyl pieces: $3-$6
All sales final. 753-3321

Si xrritlis clomp-

2EIR -duplex. nice,
CAVA. appliances furnished Venous locabons --Coleman RE
753-9898

'I !.'•'1T PI'

1306-G South 12th St.

iliPoiess For Met

2814
302
-"Duilix-1Valleywood $425/mo
759-9920 293-1446

Murray Ledger A Taws

LAM
•
LAWN SERVI(
Mansing, Manic unng,
Lariesceplag IL
Leaf Vacuuming
Salislaction iteeranieed
753-1816 227-0611
YOUR AD
COULD RE
HERE FOR
ONLY 675.00
A MONTH
CALL 753-1916

Hill Electric

Rio '...!•C, .14;'.M tO 270-623-8466
The Selling Mar hun.
L.

(ABSOLUTE AUCTION)
NO MINIMUMS!! NO RESERVATIONS!!
SAIL liapt.151111, AA 10:00 ASAA Short Oriole west Of Murray, KY
Maar Lynn Grimm And Farmington
From Murray. Take Hwy 94 West To 3.5 Mlles
Past Lynn Grove To Beech Grove Rd Turn Len
And Proceed 1/5 Mli• From Farmington. Take
Hwy 121 SE To Beech Grove Rd. -Hwy 1814"
Turn Right. Proceed To Hwy 94 Cross Hwy 94,
Proceed South 1/2 Mile Signs Posted!!
41-

436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling Clean
out garages gutters
Rank & tree work

Trost 3- Le Mess • Tract 4 - 15.6 Acres
Tract 5- 9.2 Awes
All WI
Pared OHIO Froatae•
Buy Any Inellv6dusareet. Combination 01 TractsOT The Entire Property!
111% Seen MP A fades= Repose Of
KAMM Pm West, Selosea la MD.,.
Inset eir tar tivi.1areserearciattees
.
ochres
Per Neva Survey And Treat Deitalest
The Auction AVM In On SIC.
II.1 T

I 4--M •

AAA HANDYMAN
Al types or carlyofh,
additions. decks
„.
Hauling, clean up funk
Garage. yards
buildings
Prompt dependable
Free estimates
35 yrs experience
Anytime 753-9210
APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren

SP11.1 I I
Mitchell Hill,.
ran ing

"The Salim

OW HANDYMAN
We do all the odd sobs
you don't have time
for
Painting siding roots
decks
293 5438
all yourFOR
metal. vinyl, general
repair porches decks.
and
home
mobile
repair
call
Danny
Paschall 492-8500 or
793 81545

PURCHASE Area
Hypnosis
Learn Relaxation
Relieve PTSD and
Anxiety
270)436-5927

THE Murray Ledger
Times considers its
8Ources reliable, but

Inaccuracies

- s_tv841 It sPc,!r! Flat"
,
MIA Veda rrnuh
Celtlerecbue ilk C

7g9-1151 • 293-27113
213-2794

JOE'S JOBS

di)

OCtur Readers using
this information do so
at their own risk
Although
persons
and companies mentioned herein are
believed to be reputable The Murray
Ledger 8, Times nor
any of its employees

accept any responsibility wriatsoever for
their activities

1-4344 •

-#.11

\lining I •pert.
it I rum I li•tan.•••
I strn.r. Ea I,
I rrir estimati
ils moiled trprtaled
UV I %MN t625.2,

Pinkie. %rook
& hlastlèiic
T)N% I It

270-753-22711

TRENC-HING
731-782-3951
731-336-5288

ROY WUSeolk system, gravel.
ehile rock
436-2113
Dotter week & Track
hoe

WILDUFE
Food Plot
Consulted*
•oeiir and Turkey
•Custom planting
*Soil testing
.timing arid Fertilizing
•SPraro9
43ectding area Design
and Construction
•Widete Trees and
Snubs Avagabie
i2701293-5.519Kleys
498-8950,evehnos

Free Pallets

LAS VEGAS (AP) Showman Jerry Lewis raised
nearly $64 million on Monday
during his annual Labor Day
Telethon to benefit the Muscular
Dystrophy Association, topping
last year's event by $3 million.
"We did it. We did it. I got my
buck more. And more. We can
go shopping." a jubilant Lewis
said as the tote board topped
$63.7 million for his 42nd
telethon. Last year's record was
$61 million.
As in the past, the
International Association of Fire
Fighters anchored the donations
from local fill-the-boot drives
with $25.2 million, eclipsing last
year's $23.5 million.
"Whoa, whoa firefighters.
They're all my heroes - every
firefighter you see," Lewis said.
Harold Schaitberger, the
unions general
president,
replied, "Jerry, you care about
them and we care about you.
We'll be with you every year."
Lewis, who has conquered

both age and illness to anchor
every telethon for more than halt
of his 81 years, showed no signs
of slowing as he asked for
pledges on Monday. While he
spent many of the final hours of
the 21 1/2-hour show behind a
desk, his forays on stage to greet
guests were spry and witty.
"We'll be here every year as
long as I'm breathing in and
out," Lewis said.
The telecast has raised $1.46
billion to fight the disease since
it began in 1966 on a single television station in New York City.
This year's telecast was carried
by 190 stations in the United
States and Canada and carried
worldwide on the Internet.
The broadcast returned to
Lewis' home town of Las Vegas
last year after 11 years in Los
Angeles.
"We're back in Vegas!". he
said. "It's the best location we
could ask for to send out MDA's
message of hope."

HOrOSCIPOS

Inlet:was Blear

HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Wednesday,Sept. 5,2007:
You have a strong sense of direction. You know who you are and
what you want. Others often don't know how to handle your serious
and determined nature. Your endurance in front of confusion separates you from others as a winner. You get what you want because of
your strength and the support of others. If you are single, this year
will be very significant. If you want a special relationship, you will
probably develop one. If you are attached, the two of you need tO
clear through petty misunderstandings and focus on the future and
immediate pleasures and goals. CANCER comes through for you in
a tight moment.
The Stan Show the Kind of Day N'ou'll Have: 5-Dyn4nlic; 4Positive; 3-Average. 2-So-so, 1-1)itficult
ARIES(March 21-AprI1 19)
*** Slow down and take a breath of fresh air. Stop racing around
and center yourself, please You are able to come from a fundamental point of view As difficult as it is, listen to feedback. Others are full
of information Tonight Let others decide, but keep it low-key.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
***** Speak your mtnd, loud and clear. How you deal wIth someone could change once you get a firmer Idea of what is bothenng you_
Your creativity might feel a touch more stifled than in the past.
Tonight Hang out.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
*** A more possessIve side emerges taking you in a new Of different direction Your instincts allow you to help someone open up, A
Child Of someone you care about reveals more of his or her inner self
Do a better rob of listening Tonight A little mischief adds to the fun.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
***** You might be more serious-minded than usual. If you want
to open up and try something different, do. Someone you care about
takes you in a new direction Your personality melts through a roommate s or family member's resistances Tonight Speak your mind.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
** Step back and take your time If you would like more information,
stop and listen Your instincts help you make a positive financial decision Pressure pushes you in different directions at once Use time as
an ally. Take a deep breath Tonight. Vanish and do your own thing.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
***** You might want to think about and understand what is going
on before you jump into a meeting or group association. Information
might not always be clear, but there is a nugget of truth in someone s
words Tonight Think "money
UBRA (Sept. 23-Oct 22)
*** Through assuming more responsibility, you'll gain and head in
a new direction Take your time making a decision Listen well to
news that heads your way It might be more 'in the know than you
realize Reword a request Tonight Make a must appearance.

SCORPIO(Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
***** Touch base with friends. especially one who might be more
serious He or she has much to share and a different vision Read
between the lines and understand what someone else means or
wants Try to grasp his or her thoughts Tonight. Where the gang is
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
*•** Someone has a lot to share, whether you want to hear it or
not Investigate alternatives with an eye to assuming a greater role
Responsibilities might be weighty What starts out as a responsibility
turns into a pleasure Tonight Easy does it

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
**** Others want to make the call If you would like to approach a
situation differently, let a key person play out first Confusion surrounds brainy ideas Go for the bottom line Investigate thoroughly.
Tonight Opt for drfferent
AQUARIUS(Jan. 20-Feb. 19)
*** Emphasize what can get done rather than focus on obstacles
Your abikty to sway different people and get different results certainty develops into one of your greatest strengths Easy does it Tonight
Reach out for someone at a distance
PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20)
**** You might want to listen to feedback or understand what
makes a child or loved one tick Your creativity surges. though confusion *tornado your decisions Listen more carefully to your sixth
sense. Tonight: Make time for that special person

DORN TODAY
Singe. Freddie Mercury iI946) actress Raquel WeeCti (1940), musician Dweezi Zappa 11969)
***
Jacqueline Rigor Is on the Internet at http.i/wwyclacquelineblgar corn

Loading Dock of
Murray Ledger & Times
First Come - First Serve
Please No

Phone Calls

CASTLEMAN TIRE
8 REPAIR, INC.
'Serving The Arnd

rcIlho)n .mnstruction, LLC

0-454 12 dab
cisernig force rows
Lndensuahrg yards
restervisys
'lye, apentinno

2001 Jeri Cherokee
Sport
4,4
Alloy
141934371.
wheels
automatic • .
transmission
AC
Eitien.r g
power *endows parer DAVIo'S
Service All external
locks insect windows
cleaning Wnit *nese
130.000 miss 116.750
sec (270)527-7176
270-759-1586

NEED HELP?
handyman Services.
All remodeling
ssr i,k' too small
1-ret. estunates.
(731)247-3001
(731)363-3511

I•bt I Isi151\11 ,
.

HILL S Tree
Service
Trimming,
removal
stump grinding. firewood Jr1SiLretl__.!4/0:
2839

1 %stilt FHlters:

MTN

C
,^

270-519-X570

'I'K A% IS
ASPH A I:I

NADEAU'S
Construction
ioonng •Oecks
•Vinyt siding •Alt
!tome Improvements
(270111711-2111
Licensectinsured

Machine

SININI()\
II \\DI \I 5\
11 ORK

Sets,Soipti won OW ihieg
Illembet e Dean
%fetal fileffht S.
of et,SAN

'59-0501

BACIMOE•
TRUCKING

s.7,X•-1.

" •
"SS AlIMEER REA.
FANCY FARM KY-270-62,3-846o

A-1 Joe's Mower
repair peril up, deity
eh *36-2867
A-1 Stump Removal
Fully insured
437-3044.

IFIt IE.S.

A Nice Little Parnil
Fronting Bow* OMNI Si Sarliett Roads
NONISI1ES - MOOS • FARM LAND NUNTUIS
Tract 1 - 4.9 Awes • Tract 2-40 Acres

Ks ChM . & Ind
I Kensed & Imurcd
All John • big or unall

436-2887 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service Complete tree
removal. etc Insured

/Obi4M

In 5 Tracts And In Combinations

24 Noun soma

\ 1 \ 1194;
it %mil
Ptes.uic Viethins &
OciA,
Vicc I .sun.mcs
l.b.ci.ed A Imaged
2934034 • 436-23
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.
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Jerry Lewis'telethon
raises nearly $64M,
hits new event record

111/119 Mate Rt. 121 Se, Mityfteid • 247-014-s
- Friday • 711111 isas.-50/0

TIRES

General Contracting,
Cornmerrial/Resident o.1
Remodeling, Additions,
Repairs, Concrete & Roofing
I Office: 270-761 -6790

L

Cells 270-978- 1007

• Mic Nolin •Goodyear •Dayton
•Toyo •FtrestOri• •Yokohama

GREAT SERVICE
•Alignment

•Transmission Flush

•BrakOS
.S - ocks •StrutS

*Coolant Flush
eBerts. Hoses

001. ILA). & Filter •AC Service

